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Abstract 50 

We present a biologically inspired recurrent neural network (RNN) that efficiently detects 51 

changes in natural images. The model features sparse, topographic connectivity (st-RNN), 52 

closely modeled on the circuit architecture of a “midbrain attention network”. We deployed the 53 

st-RNN in a challenging change blindness task, in which changes must be detected in a 54 

discontinuous sequence of images. Compared to a conventional RNN, the st-RNN learned 9x 55 

faster and achieved state-of-the-art performance with 15x fewer connections. An analysis of 56 

low-dimensional dynamics revealed putative circuit mechanisms, including a critical role for a 57 

global inhibitory motif, for successful change detection. The model reproduced key experimental 58 

phenomena, including midbrain neurons’ sensitivity to dynamic stimuli, neural signatures of 59 

stimulus competition, as well as hallmark behavioral effects of midbrain microstimulation. 60 

Finally, the model accurately predicted human gaze fixations in a change blindness experiment, 61 

surpassing state-of-the-art saliency-based methods. The st-RNN provides a novel deep learning 62 

model for linking neural computations underlying change detection with psychophysical 63 

mechanisms.  64 
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Significance Statement 65 

For adaptive survival, our brains must be able to accurately and rapidly detect changing aspects 66 

of our visual world. We present a novel deep learning model – a sparse, topographic recurrent 67 

neural network (the st-RNN) – that mimics the neuroanatomy of an evolutionarily conserved 68 

“midbrain attention network”. The st-RNN achieved robust change detection in challenging 69 

change blindness tasks, outperforming conventional RNN architectures. The model also 70 

reproduced hallmark experimental phenomena, both neural and behavioral, reported in seminal 71 

midbrain studies. Lastly, the st-RNN outperformed state-of-the-art models at predicting human 72 

gaze fixations in a laboratory change blindness experiment. Our deep learning model may 73 

provide important clues about key mechanisms by which the brain efficiently detects changes. 74 

 75 

Keywords 76 

superior colliculus; deep learning; midbrain attention network; change blindness; saliency map; 77 

mnemonic coding; global inhibition.  78 
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Introduction 79 

Detecting critical changes in the environment is essential for adaptive survival. Forebrain 80 

regions in the prefrontal and parietal cortex, and the medial temporal lobe are all known to be 81 

involved in change detection (Beck et al., 2001; Pessoa and Ungerleider, 2004; Reddy et al., 82 

2006). In comparison, the role of the midbrain in change detection is relatively unknown. Here, 83 

we develop a model of change detection inspired by the neural architecture of an evolutionarily 84 

conserved “midbrain attention network”, which comprises the superior colliculus (SC) and an 85 

associated inhibitory nucleus (Imc; isthmi pars magnocellularis) (Knudsen, 2011).  86 

 87 

Primarily studied for its role in the control of eye movements (Paré and Wurtz, 2001; Port and 88 

Wurtz, 2003) the SC plays an important role also in the detection of salient changes in sensory 89 

stimuli (Krauzlis et al., 2013; Sridharan et al., 2014; Herman and Krauzlis, 2017). For instance, 90 

neurons in the SC, and its extensively characterized non-mammalian vertebrate homolog, the 91 

optic tectum (OT), fire robustly in response to changes in luminance and size of stimuli 92 

(Knudsen, 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Barker et al., 2021; Heap et al., 2018). Many studies have 93 

shown that the SC/OT is involved in the detection of salient change events, in a variety of 94 

species, including frogs (Gaillard, 1990), birds (Wu et al., 2005) and rats (Comoli et al., 2003). 95 

More recent studies have shown that neurons in the primate SC produce phasic bursts of 96 

activity in response to near-threshold changes in stimulus color saturation (Herman and 97 

Krauzlis, 2017). Moreover, reversibly inactivating the primate SC produces deficits with 98 

detecting changes in motion-direction change detection tasks (Zénon and Krauzlis, 2012), and 99 

microstimulating the SC enhances the ability to detect changes (Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004; 100 

Cavanaugh et al., 2006). The SC/OT along with the inhibitory (GABAergic) nucleus Imc (Fig. 101 
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1A) are hypothesized to play a key role in signaling of the highest priority stimulus in dynamic 102 

environments (Knudsen, 2018). 103 

 104 

We develop a midbrain inspired deep learning model of change detection, specifically, for the 105 

challenging scenario of “change blindness”: the surprising inability to detect salient changes in 106 

visual scenes when attention is not deployed at the location of change (Rensink et al., 1997; 107 

Gibbs et al., 2016) . Change blindness is assessed, in laboratory settings, by presenting a pair 108 

of alternating images that differ in some important detail, typically, with intervening blank frames 109 

(“flicker” paradigm, (Rensink et al., 1997)). In such tasks, subjects are instructed to scan the 110 

images by moving their eyes to different parts of the image to identify the location of change. 111 

Both human observers and models must address a key challenge when detecting changes in 112 

such change blindness tasks. If the pair of images were presented on consecutive frames, a 113 

motion-like signal would occur at the location of change, rendering it relatively easy for human 114 

observers to detect the change (Tse, 2004). Similarly, a computational model can accomplish 115 

change detection with the relatively trivial operation of computing a difference in input pixel 116 

values across successive frames. On the other hand, in change blindness tasks changes occur 117 

interspersed by a blank frame, which precludes the appearance of motion signals localized to 118 

the change. Consequently, simple operations, like pixel-level differencing of the input, do not 119 

suffice to localize the change in change blindness tasks.  120 

 121 

To model change detection in this challenging setting, we turn to recurrent neural network 122 

(RNN) models. RNNs constitute a versatile class of deep learning models that are routinely 123 

deployed for modeling various cognitive behaviors (Sussillo and Barak, 2013; Sussillo, 2014). 124 

These include cognitive tasks involving perceptual decision-making, multisensory integration, 125 

working memory (Song et al., 2016), delayed estimation, change detection, forced choice 126 
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comparison (Orhan and Ma, 2019), signal detection and context dependent discrimination 127 

(Mastrogiuseppe and Ostojic, 2018), among others. RNNs are also increasingly used for 128 

accurate decoding of neural dynamics in brain machine interfaces (Sussillo et al., 2012; 129 

Pandarinath et al., 2018), suggesting their potential utility for understanding the link between 130 

complex neural dynamics and cognitive states. 131 

 132 

Here, we introduce a biologically constrained RNN, which we call a sparse, topographic 133 

recurrent neural network or st-RNN. The st-RNN is closely modeled on detailed neuroanatomy 134 

of the midbrain SC/OT and the Imc (Knudsen, 2018) (Fig. 1A). In addition to being trained more 135 

rapidly, the st-RNN achieves change detection with far fewer connections than conventional 136 

RNN models. Moreover, low-dimensional dynamics of the st-RNN provide essential insights into 137 

key neural computations underlying change detection in the midbrain. Lastly, by having the st-138 

RNN model drive an eye movement (saccade) algorithm, we predict human gaze fixations in a 139 

laboratory change blindness experiment, surpassing state-of-the-art. In sum, the st-RNN 140 

provides a novel deep learning framework that may enable linking neural computations 141 

underlying change detection with their associated psychophysical mechanisms (Krauzlis et al., 142 

2013; Sridharan et al., 2014).   143 
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Materials and Methods 144 

Ethics declaration. Behavioral data from a change blindness experiment reported previously 145 

(Jagatap et al., 2021) were re-analyzed for this study. For that study, informed consent was 146 

obtained from all participants; other details are reported elsewhere (Jagatap et al., 2021). 147 

Experimental protocols were approved by the Institute of Human Ethics Review board at the 148 

Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore. 149 

 150 

Sparse, topographic recurrent neural network (st-RNN) model. We designed a recurrent 151 

neural network (RNN) model, incorporating neurobiological constraints, by modifying the 152 

architecture of conventional RNNs. We implemented sparse, topographic connectivity among 153 

neurons of every layer, while also incorporating Dale’s law, which specifies that each neuron 154 

connects with its downstream targets exclusively with either excitatory or inhibitory synapses. 155 

Thus, the connection weight matrix between different layers of the network was specified as:  156 

W = SM(W) ×  CM(W) ⊙ [W]                                                    (1)  157 

where SM(.) is a sign matrix, whose elements (+1 or -1) determines E versus I connectivity 158 

(respectively) among the different neurons, CM(.) is a mask matrix that determines the 159 

connections permissible under topographic connectivity constraints (Fig. 1C), × denotes matrix 160 

multiplication, ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication, and []+ denotes rectification (Song et al., 161 

2016). The topographic connection mask matrix (CM) was specified as follows (Fig. 1C): Each 162 

hidden layer neuron received input from overlapping tiles of either 4x4 (input-hidden layer E and 163 

I, hidden layer E-E, I-E, I-I) or 8x8 neurons (hidden layer E-I). Similarly, each hidden layer 164 

neuron (E and I) projected to tiles of 4x4 neurons in the output layer. Neurons proximal to the 165 

corners of each layer received input from and projected to only one such tile. Neurons proximal 166 

to the edges, either horizontal or vertical, received input from and projected to two overlapping 167 
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tiles. Neurons in the center of each layer received input from and projected to four overlapping 168 

tiles. Levels of overlap were different for different connections (one neuron for E-E connections, 169 

2 neurons for input-E, input-I, I-E and I-I connections, and 4 neurons for E-I connections). The 170 

mask matrix shown in Fig. 1C represents unfolding of the neurons in E and I layers in a column-171 

first manner, with E neurons first, followed by I neurons. Note that this pattern represents 172 

constraints on connectivity in the network; the final connection weights were determined 173 

following network training (see later section on “st-RNN training and testing”). As the precise 174 

ratio of E:I neurons in the SC is not known, we adopted the canonical 4:1 ratio, observed in the 175 

neocortex (Xue et al., 2014). Thus, each st-RNN module comprised an input layer (8x8=64) with 176 

only excitatory neurons, a hidden layer comprising separate excitatory (16x16=256) and 177 

inhibitory (8x8=64) neuron layers, and an output layer (8x8=64) also comprising only excitatory 178 

neurons. Finally, RNN dynamics were simulated with ordinary differential equations, with 179 

dynamics discretized in time, as follows:  180 

s = f(r  · W  +  x  · U  )                                                       (2) 181 r = [s ]  o = g(r · V  + b ) 

where xt, rt and ot are the activity of the input, recurrent layer, output neurons at time t 182 

(respectively); st represents a latent variable, that can be construed as the net input into the 183 

recurrent layer; Ueff, Veff and Weff are input-hidden, hidden-output and recurrent hidden layer 184 

connectivity matrices, bo is output bias, f(.) is the hyperbolic tangent function, and g(.) is a 185 

sigmoid nonlinearity. The results presented here were fairly robust to the choice of these non-186 

linearities; for example, a sigmoid non-linearity in the hidden layer also produced results similar 187 

to those presented here. All simulations were performed with the Tensorflow framework (Abadi 188 

et al., 2016). 189 

 190 
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In addition, we also tested the effect of i) varying the level of sparsity in the connections, and ii) 191 

varying the receptive field (RF) size of local, topographic connections, both among the hidden 192 

layer units. RF sizes were varied by inter-connecting neighboring neurons in blocks of size 𝑟 × 𝑟 193 

(RF or r=2, 3, 4) (Fig. 1G). Sparsity levels were controlled, independently of RF sizes, by 194 

skipping connections (varying the stride) across adjacent neurons in a block, so that the lowest 195 

sparsity level (SL=1, densest connectivity) contained ~45% of all possible connections within a 196 

block, whereas the intermediate (SL=2) and highest (SL=3) sparsity levels contained ~40% and 197 

~35% connections, respectively (Fig. 1G). 198 

 199 

Architecture incorporating a global inhibitory (GI) layer. In some simulations, we also 200 

modeled input to the hidden layer units of each st-RNN module from a global inhibitory (GI) 201 

layer (10x8=80 neurons; Fig. 4A). The GI layer received strong convergent input from the input 202 

layer units, and its output was obtained by topographic spatial convolution of the input layer 203 

activity with a box-filter of size 11x11, followed by nearest-neighbor downsampling to 10x8 204 

resolution, and binarization by rounding. These input weights to the GI layer were not trainable 205 

(fixed weights). The resultant 10x8 binary-map was treated as the output of GI layer. No 206 

recurrent connections occurred in the GI layer. The GI layer projected to the hidden layer 207 

neurons (recurrent units) of the st-RNN modules through inhibitory connection weights (Ug; 208 

Equation 3, below). These weights were trainable and were randomly initialized before training. 209 

The hidden layer unit activations were, then modeled as: 210 

s = f(r · W  + x · U   +  x · U   )                                           (3) 211 

xg
t is the output of the GI units, and Ug is inhibitory connection matrix from the GI units to the 212 

hidden layer units of the st-RNNs. Note that only one st-RNN module was trained along with the 213 

GI layer. For modeling images with tiled st-RNNs, GI layer weights were replicated across all, 214 
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tiled st-RNN modules. Simulations in Figures 4 and 7-8 were performed with this version of the 215 

network incorporating the GI layer. 216 

 217 

We also trained a variant of the network in which the GI layer neurons received topographic 218 

excitatory input from the st-RNN hidden layer excitatory (E) neurons; these weights (matrix 𝑊 ; 219 

Equation 4) were trainable. The GI layer comprised of 100 neurons, organized in a 10x10 grid 220 

and also contained all-to-all recurrent inhibitory connections (matrix 𝑊 ; Equation 4). As before, 221 

GI units inhibited the st-RNN hidden layer units using weight matrix 𝑈 (Equation 3). The GI layer 222 

unit activations were modeled as: 223 

x  = f(i  · W  +  x  · W  + r W  )                                      (4) 224 

where, i  represents the convergent input from the input layer (10x10), W  is a trainable weight 225 

matrix that transforms the input to GI layer dimensions. For modeling high-resolution images 226 

with tiled st-RNNs, GI layer unit weights were shared across all tiled st-RNN modules, with 227 r  representing averaged hidden excitatory unit activations across all the tiled st-RNN 228 

modules. Simulations in Figures 5 and 6 were performed with this version of the network. 229 

 230 

st-RNN training and testing. Two st-RNN modules operated, in sequence, to solve the change 231 

blindness task (Fig. 1D; see Results). Each st-RNN was trained by learning the following 232 

parameters: W, U, Ug, V, bo. Because mnemonic coding (maintenance) and change detection 233 

are independent, separable, operations, each st-RNN could be trained independently of the 234 

other, and with separate training datasets comprising 200,000 synthetic 8x8 binary patches. 235 

Each binary patch (A) was generated to provide input patterns of pre-specified sparsity 236 

(proportion of active pixels) drawn from a uniform random distribution, ranging from 0.1-1. For 237 

each binary patch A, an alternate (change) patch A* was generated by setting pixels active or 238 
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inactive randomly with 50% probability, independently for each pixel. During training, the input to 239 

each st-RNN comprised a sequence of 10 images, beginning with a binary patch (A), 240 

succeeded by a variable number of blanks (median=2, range=1-8), followed, finally, by the 241 

changed binary image (A*).  The distribution of variable blanks was determined during training, 242 

by independently deciding, with 50% probability, at each time step, whether a blank or the 243 

changed image would be shown. We employed a variable number of blanks to ensure that the 244 

RNN learned a general strategy of change detection, which did not depend on the precise 245 

temporal interval between the original and changed image. The order of presentation of A and 246 

A* were counterbalanced to ensure that the number of “onset” versus “offset” type changes (Fig. 247 

1D) were matched in the training dataset. Each st-RNN was trained, in a supervised manner, to 248 

minimize the average mean squared error (mse) between st-RNN output and expected (ground-249 

truth) activation in the output layer (optimizing the L2-loss function) across time steps. Both st-250 

RNNs were trained until the change in the loss function plateaued (Fig. 1E), and subsequently 251 

tested on a validation corpus of 20,000 new image patches each.  252 

 253 

st-RNN weights were initialized to ensure that they obeyed the constraints on topography and 254 

Dale’s law. For this, we adopted truncated Gaussian initialization to initialize connectivity 255 

matrices with random positive or negative values; the truncated distribution was chosen to have 256 

a mean and standard deviation of 0.2 and 0.01, respectively. During learning weights were 257 

masked with the sign mask matrix, SM, to segregate E and I connection types, as described 258 

above. Unlike Song et al (Song et al., 2016) we did not adopt explicit regularization to 259 

encourage learning of sparse connections. On the other hand, the topographic constraint, 260 

defined by the matrix CM above, enforces sparsity by permitting only spatially local connections 261 

to be learned (i.e., to assume a non-zero value). Bias parameters of the output connections 262 
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were initialized with a constant value of zero, throughout. 263 

 264 

Training was performed with minibatches of size 128 using adaptive moment estimation based 265 

stochastic gradient descent, (i.e. Adam optimizer) with a learning rate (L) of 10-4, and 266 

exponential decay rates β = 0.9, β = 0.999, ϵ = 10  (Kingma and Ba, 2014) (ϵ is assigned a 267 

small value to prevent division by zero). Training was performed by treating the st-RNN as a 268 

deep feedforward architecture with identical layers, and shared parameters, unrolled at each 269 

timestep (Pascanu et al., 2013). We also performed backpropagation through time over mini-270 

batches of sequence length 10, which enabled the network to learn long-term relationships 271 

between the input stimulus and the expected output. Such an approach is particularly essential 272 

for the mnemonic coding st-RNN, which needs to maintain its persistent representation in the 273 

absence of input, and over the variable durations of the blank epochs (1-8 blanks).  274 

 275 

For simulating the fully connected RNN (fc-RNN) network (Figs. 1E-F), the connectivity 276 

equations were the same as above except that we removed the constraint on sparse 277 

topographic connectivity (matrix CM, equation 1). Other aspects of training and testing were 278 

identical with that of the st-RNN network, described above. Both st-RNN and fc-RNN were 279 

trained with different learning rates (L=0.0001, 0.005, 0.001, 0.05, 0.01) and 5 random weight 280 

initializations; the shading in Fig. 1E reflects the standard error across these different learning 281 

rates and initializations.  282 

 283 

We also trained and tested the st-RNN modules with inhibitory input from a global, inhibitory 284 

layer (GI layer, Fig. 4A). Training exemplars were chosen similarly as described above for 285 

training the model without the GI layer, except that in this case we also included completely 286 
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blank images as potential change (A*) images. To mimic change in global context (e.g., the 287 

appearance of a new image), two 8x10 patterns, each with randomly activated pixels (binary 288 

maps with sparsities ranging from 0.4-0.6) provided global inhibitory input to all hidden layer 289 

units at two distinct time-steps -- at the time of appearance of A and A*, respectively, with 290 

blanks in between. While we could have chosen to provide input directly from the input image to 291 

the GI layer, random inputs sufficed to illustrate the following idea: for flexible updating, GI layer 292 

neurons needed to be activated during the presentation of new images but could remain 293 

agnostic to the precise content of those images. All other training and testing steps were the 294 

same as described above for the st-RNN module. Again, as before, the st-RNN network with 295 

global inhibition was trained with 200,000 training sequences and validated with 20,000 new 296 

sequences. When tested with the full, high-resolution image, the 8x10 patterns that provided 297 

global context, were drawn from the output of the GI layer (e.g., Fig. 4A). A similar procedure 298 

was used for training the st-RNN modules with recurrent connections to the GI layer (dashed 299 

connections, Fig. 4A). 300 

 301 

Estimating the total number of connection weights and parameters. Based on the above 302 

architecture, we estimated the total number of weights in an st-RNN module (8x8 input/output, 303 

hidden layer with 16x16 E neurons and 8x8 I neurons, and a 10x8 GI layer) to be 46,080; these 304 

included feedforward connections from neurons in every layer to each successive layer (input, 305 

hidden, output), feedforward connections from the GI layer, as well as recurrent connections 306 

between neurons in the hidden layer. For designing an st-RNN to encode a 1024x768 high-307 

resolution image with each neuron in the input layer encoding one image pixel, the number of 308 

units in each layer would have to be scaled up by ~104 times the current configuration. This 309 

would yield a scaling up of the total number of weights in the network to ~3.8x1012, a 310 

prohibitively large number that is impractical for training. As a result, we trained a single 8x8 311 
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module and tiled this module (with shared weights) across both x- and y- directions to cover the 312 

span of the 1024x768 high-resolution image (see later Methods section on “Modeling change 313 

detection with high-resolution images”). 314 

 315 

Computing the mnemonic subspace. We examined the representation of the st-RNN hidden 316 

layer unit dynamics in a mnemonic subspace (Druckmann and Chklovskii, 2012; Murray et al., 317 

2017). Each unique input pattern is expected to have a corresponding unique latent 318 

representation in this mnemonic subspace and trajectories of the latent representation of each 319 

input pattern should be stable (and not drift) in the absence of input (Druckmann and Chklovskii, 320 

2012; Murray et al., 2017). 321 

 322 

To obtain this mnemonic subspace, we performed principal components analysis (PCA) on the 323 

time-averaged activity of the of hidden layer units of the mnemonic coding st-RNN, during the 324 

blank period; for this analysis activity in the first two time bins was excluded, to permit activity in 325 

the “stable” neurons to stabilize (Fig. 2B). Thus, PCA was performed on an mxn matrix, where 326 

m is the number of unique input patterns and n=320, including 256 excitatory and 64 inhibitory 327 

hidden layer neurons. The first two principal component (PC) vectors were designated as 328 

“Stimulus PC1” and “Stimulus PC2”; these vectors span the two-dimensional mnemonic coding 329 

subspace (Fig. 2A). The activity of the hidden layer neurons at each time-step was then 330 

projected onto this subspace to obtain a two-dimensional trajectory during the maintenance 331 

epoch, following each input patch presentation (Fig. 2C, left). Next, a “Time PC” was obtained 332 

by computing first principal direction after subtracting the time-averaged activity across each 333 

stimulus. Thus, PCA was performed on a (m.t)xn matrix, where t=17 is the number of time bins 334 

during the delay period (excluding the first 3 time bins). The Time PC was then orthogonalized 335 

relative to the Stimulus PCs by finding the closest orthogonal projection to the two-dimensional 336 
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mnemonic subspace. Finally, the hidden layer neuron activity was projected into this 337 

Stimulus+Time PC representation to obtain three-dimensional trajectories of the hidden layer 338 

units during the maintenance epoch. 95% of the variance in the temporal dynamics could be 339 

explained by as few as 40 time PCs; similarly, 95% of the variance in the stimulus patterns 340 

could be explained by as few as 34 stimulus PCs. Given that the full dimensionality of the 341 

hidden layer was 320 (256 excitatory and 64 inhibitory neurons), nearly all of the variance 342 

(dynamics or patterns) could be accounted for, therefore, with subspaces that were nearly 8- to 343 

10-fold smaller in dimensionality. Unit activities during specific epochs were then projected onto 344 

this mnemonic subspace (Figs. 2A, 2C, 4E-D).  345 

 346 

Stable network output despite unstable activity in individual units. We seek to show 347 

analytically how stable activity can emerge in our st-RNN network despite unstable dynamics in 348 

individual neurons (Figs. 2B-C). We derive below a sufficient condition for stability of the output 349 

representation in our model and verify that this condition holds in our simulated network, 350 

modifying a previous framework (Druckmann and Chklovskii, 2012). For convenience, we 351 

rewrite the equations for the 8 × 8 st-RNN module dynamics (equation 2) as: 352 r = f W r + U x  o = g V r + b                                                                               (5) 353 

where f  is a non-linearity that encapsulates both 𝑓 and the rectification ([ ] ). To ensure that 354 

the output of the st-RNN network is stable, o  must be unchanging with time = 0 . In 355 

equation 5 above, biases b  are constants. Therefore, for stable output, V r  must be 356 

unchanging with time. Because ours is a discrete time model, we represent this condition as 357 V (r − r ) = 𝟎. We rewrite this condition, based on st-RNN module dynamics equations as: 358 V(f (Wr + Ux ) − r ) = 𝟎                                                            (6) 359 
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where we have dropped the superscripts “eff” from the connectivity matrices, for simplicity. 360 

During the maintenance epoch  x = 0. Setting this value, and expanding the matrix 361 

multiplications above in terms of their component terms: 362 ∑ V f ∑ W r , − r , = 𝟎                                                  (7) 363 

where V  represents the vector of output connection weights from neuron i in the hidden layer to 364 

all neurons in the output layer and W  represents the recurrent connection weight from neuron j 365 

to neuron i, both in the hidden layer. To simplify the analysis, we linearize the equation (by 366 

removing the nonlinearity f ) and write equation 7 as: 367 ∑ V ∑ W r , − r , = 𝟎                                                     (8) 368 

V W r ,  − V r , = 𝟎 

r , V W  − V r , = 𝟎 

r , V W  − V r , = 𝟎 

where in the last step, we have exchanged dummy subscripts i and j in the first term on the left-369 

hand side. Simplifying further: 370 ∑ r , ∑ V W − V = 𝟎                                                         (9) 371 

For this condition to be true for all pattern dynamics r , , it is sufficient that the term inside the 372 

parenthesis in the left-hand side of the equation 9 is zero i.e., it can be stated as: 373 V = ∑ V W                                                                        (10) 374 

 375 

Equation 10 is, therefore, a sufficient condition for stable activity to emerge in the network 376 

output in the absence of external input. We test whether this condition was met in our trained st-377 

RNN network. Because of the simplification associated with linearization of the term (equation 378 
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8), and because the tanh is a saturating nonlinearity, we normalized the vector on either side 379 

before comparing their similarities. 380 V∗ ⟷ ∑ V W ∗                                                                    (11) 381 

where the asterisk denotes unit normalization of the magnitude of the respective vector. In the 382 

trained mnemonic coding network, we quantified the similarity between the unit normalized st-383 

RNN output vectors (320 vectors of size 64 × 1) on the right-hand side and left-hand side of 384 

equation 11 with their, respective, dot products. A dot product of 1.0 indicates 100% overlap, 385 

and lower magnitudes of dot products indicate progressively less overlap. In the case of our st-386 

RNN mnemonic coding network, we discovered that the dot-product magnitude was 0.98 [0.94 −387 0.99] (median [95% confidence intervals]; across n=108 output vectors with non-zero 388 

magnitudes). These results indicate the stability condition (equation 11) was reasonably well 389 

met in our data, validating our analysis of output stability in the st-RNN network.  390 

 391 

Experiments with silencing specific connections, stable or unstable units.  We evaluated 392 

change detection performance after silencing specific types of recurrent, hidden-layer 393 

connections (E-E, E-I, I-E or I-I), while holding all of the other types of connections intact (Figs. 394 

3D-G). This was achieved by simply setting the respective weights in the Weff matrix to zero. In 395 

addition, we examined the relevance of units with different kinds of dynamics – stable and 396 

unstable – for robust change detection. For this, we computed the variance of neural activity 397 

during the maintenance period (blank epoch) averaged over 500 random input stimulus 398 

patterns. Each hidden neuron was then classified along an axis of most “stable” to most 399 

“unstable” by sorting them according to its respective averaged variances. We grouped the top 400 

and bottom 5th percentile of these neurons into a “stable” (n=16) and “unstable” (n=16) set, 401 

respectively. Finally, to evaluate the relative importance of these “stable” versus “unstable” 402 

neurons for pattern maintenance, we turned off the output activity of the “stable” and “unstable” 403 
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subsets, separately, and tested the effect on maintenance. As a measure of the fidelity of 404 

maintenance, we computed the mean absolute deviation between the expected output (ground 405 

truth) and model output at each time-step (Fig. 3C). This analysis was done using st-RNN 406 

module including the GI layer. 407 

 408 

“Unstable” units are important for stable maintenance. We observed that silencing the 409 

activity of unstable units also disrupted stable maintenance (Fig. 3C), in a manner that was 410 

comparable to silencing stable units. These results could be readily explained by examining the 411 

null space of the output weight matrix (V ; equation 5). For simplicity, we are writing V  as V. 412 

In order for the activity of the unstable neurons r ,  to not affect the network output, their 413 

dynamics should be confined to the null space of V. In other words, if Vr , = 0 then the network 414 

output would remain unchanged despite silencing the unstable neurons.  415 

 416 

Contrary to this hypothesis, we observed that, on average, the activity of unstable neurons was 417 

not confined to the null space of V (〈Vr , 〉 =-0.11, averaged across 64 output units and 250 418 

patterns tested) and was, in fact, comparable to the projection of the stable unit activity onto 𝑉 419 

(〈Vr , 〉 = 0.59; where r ,  and r ,  denote the activity of the hidden layer “unstable” and “stable” 420 

units, respectively). The marginally negative projection of the unstable unit activity onto 𝑉 was 421 

possibly a consequence of the larger proportion of inhibitory neurons in the unstable unit subset 422 

(11/16), as compared to the stable subset (0/16; see Results). 423 

 424 

Tiled st-RNNs with local interactions. We tested whether local interactions among st-RNN 425 

modules sufficed to achieve robust change detection (Fig. 4C; +Li, sixth and seventh rows). For 426 

this we modeled a network by tiling 9 st-RNN modules in a 3x3 array, and modeled local 427 
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interactions between every pair of adjacent modules. The equations for an st-RNN module in 428 

each of 3 x 3 modules, describing these interactions are as follows: 429 

s = f r · W   +  x · U  + o . L                                         (12) 430 r = [s ]  o = g(r · V  + b ) 

where o  is the output from adjacent st-RNN modules at time t − 1 and L  is a local 431 

connectivity matrix which specifies the connection weights between the output neurons of one 432 

st-RNN module to 10% of randomly selected hidden neurons of the adjacent module. These st-433 

RNN modules were trained and tested in a manner identical to that described previously. 434 

 435 

Modeling change detection with high-resolution images. For change detection with natural, 436 

high-resolution images (1024x768), we tiled 49152 (256x192) st-RNN module pairs, each 437 

comprising a mnemonic-coding and change-detection st-RNN, to cover the entire extent of the 438 

image. Tiling was performed with 50% overlap along both horizontal and vertical directions (Fig. 439 

4A), such that every 4x4 pixel patch (barring those closest to the border) was processed by 4 440 

different st-RNN modules. The high-resolution image underwent three key transformations 441 

before being presented as input to the st-RNN network: i) foveal magnification with the CVR 442 

transform (Wiebe and Basu, 1997), ii) saliency computation with the Itti-Koch saliency algorithm 443 

(Itti et al., 1998), and iii) thresholding and binarization based on Otsu’s algorithm (Otsu, 1979). 444 

These operations are elaborated, next. 445 

 446 

First, we modeled a key feature of retinal representation: foveal magnification. When a fixation 447 

occurs at a particular region of the image, the representation of the fixated region is mapped 448 

onto the fovea with considerably greater spatial resolution, as compared to the periphery. We 449 
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modeled foveal magnification using the Cartesian Variable Resolution (CVR) transform (Wiebe 450 

and Basu, 1997). For a given fixation location (x0, y0) in the original image, the foveally 451 

magnified image was obtained with a nonlinear transformation of original image pixel locations 452 

(x, y). Let dx=x-x0 and dy=y-y0 be the distance of an arbitrary pixel at location (x, y) from (x0, y0). 453 

Then the logarithmic nonlinear transformation is defined as x’ = x0+dvx and y’=y0+dvy, where dvx 454 

= Sfx * ln(β dx + 1) and dvy = Sfy * ln(β dy + 1). Here the values of the parameters β, Sfx and Sfy 455 

control the extent of central magnification, and the scaling of the transformed image along the 456 

azimuth and elevation directions, respectively. β was set to 0.02, whereas Sfx and Sfy were set 457 

so as to maintain the foveally magnified image the same overall size as the original image. An 458 

illustration of this foveated transformation is shown in Fig. 7B. 459 

 460 

Second, we modeled a key aspect of image representation in the superior colliculus (SC): visual 461 

saliency. Recent studies have shown that SC neurons respond to visual saliency (Veale et al., 462 

2017; White et al., 2017); in fact, saliency information appears to reach the SC even before it is 463 

available to the visual cortex (White and Munoz, 2017). Thus, input to the network, at each 464 

frame, was based on the saliency map for that frame computed with the Itti-Koch algorithm. The 465 

Itti-Koch algorithm (Itti et al., 1998) is inspired by neurobiological properties of the visual cortex. 466 

Briefly, the map is computed by combining gradients of color, orientation and intensity 467 

information at multiple different spatial scales to compute a single, topographical salience map. 468 

The algorithm has been widely employed in various studies that seek to model fixation patterns 469 

associated with free-viewing of natural sciences (Adeli et al., 2017). 470 

 471 

Third, we binarized the saliency map with an adaptive thresholding algorithm (Otsu, 1979). The 472 

algorithm tests different threshold values ζ by dividing the image into a background region and a 473 

foreground region based on pixel intensities above and below ζ. Defining σ (ζ) and σ (ζ) as the 474 
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variance of background and foreground region, the algorithm iteratively searches to find a ζ that 475 

minimizes σ (ζ)  =  w (ζ) σ (ζ)  + w (ζ) σ (ζ), where w (ζ) and w (ζ) are the number of pixels 476 

in the background and foreground respectively. This binarized saliency map, following 477 

thresholding, was provided as input to the st-RNN network to detect changes. In neural terms, 478 

such a binarizing operation corresponds to filtering the RNN output with a step-like non-linearity; 479 

a property observed in many output neurons in the SC/OT that signal, categorically, the most 480 

salient stimuli in the visual environment based on winner-take-all computations (Knudsen, 481 

2018). The foveally magnified, binarized saliency map of high-resolution, natural images was 482 

provided as input to the st-RNN for simulations in Figs. 4B, 7B.  483 

 484 

Modeling visually-evoked responses and stimulus competition.  We computed the visually 485 

evoked responses of st-RNN model neurons by simulating the presentation of four different 486 

kinds of visual stimuli: static, moving, looming and receding. For all of these simulations we tiled 487 

50,000 st-RNN modules with 50% overlap along both x- and y- directions to encode the entire 488 

image (1000 x 800). 489 

 490 

A static stimulus was simulated as a circle of radius 125 pixels placed at the center of the 491 

1000x800 input image across 9 frames (t=2 to t=10, in this, and all subsequent cases) (Fig. 5A, 492 

inset). A moving stimulus was simulated by presenting the same input patch as the static case 493 

but by moving it by 10 pixels diagonally on each frame, from the center toward the lower right 494 

corner of the image (Fig. 5B, inset). A looming stimulus was simulated as an expanding circle of 495 

active pixels from a radius of 8 pixels to a radius of 125 pixels (rate of radius increase: 8 pixels 496 

per frame) linearly (Fig. 5C, inset). A receding stimulus was simulated as a contracting circle, 497 

with an identical set of frames as the looming stimulus, but reversed in sequential order (Fig. 498 

5D, inset). To avoid an onset transient for the moving and receding stimulus cases, the input for 499 
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first frame (t=1) was taken to be identical with that of the second frame (t=2); for the other two 500 

cases (static, looming) the first frame was a blank image. The mean activity of a 250x250 501 

central patch of output neurons of the change detection st-RNN is plotted in Figs. 5A-D; Figure 502 

5E shows the mean steady-state activity, across the final 8 frames (t=3 to t=10).  503 

 504 

To study the effect of stimulus competition in the network we simulated paired looming stimuli 505 

(Figs. 5F-G, “paired”): a fast looming and a slow looming stimulus in the lower right and upper 506 

left visual quadrants, respectively. The fast and slow looming stimuli were simulated as 507 

expanding circles of active pixels beginning with a circle of radius 8 pixels and expanding at a 508 

rate of either 8 pixels per frame (fast looming) or 4 pixels per frame (slow looming). To compare 509 

the strength of activity modulation due to stimulus competition, the same simulations were 510 

performed with each stimulus presented alone at the same, respective, location (Figs. 5F-G, 511 

“single”). To better visualize activity modulations arising from stimulus competition, the output 512 

weights of the GI layer units (U ) were scaled up by a factor of 10 for these simulations. The 513 

mean activity of the change detection output neurons representing a 250x250 patch, centered 514 

on the respective stimulus, is plotted in Figs. 5F-G. All simulations in Figure 5 were performed 515 

with a partially trained model (checkpoint saved at n=100 training iterations) to model the 516 

comparatively volatile mnemonic representations observed in biology. 517 

  518 

Mimicking experimental effects of causal manipulations of SC/OT. We simulated the effect 519 

of SC/OT microstimulation on a common psychophysical change detection task (Cavanaugh 520 

and Wurtz, 2004; Zénon and Krauzlis, 2012). First, to simulate the orientation change detection 521 

task (Fig. 6A), we presented two gratings, one in each visual hemifield. Again, we tiled 50,000 522 

st-RNN modules with 50% overlap along both x- and y- directions to encode the entire image 523 

(1000 x 800). Both gratings were presented at full contrast. The gratings were presented at 524 
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random initial orientations (here, 20° and 135° clockwise of vertical for left hemifield and right 525 

hemifield stimuli respectively). This was followed by 8 blank frames, following which the gratings 526 

reappeared for one frame. Upon reappearance the orientation of the grating in the left hemifiled 527 

alone changed to 30° (Fig. 6A; top right, red box). We expected the st-RNN output to identify the 528 

grating at this location alone as the “change”, whereas the actual output of the model produced 529 

false alarms at other locations also (Fig. 6A; bottom right). To mimic focal microstimulation of 530 

the SC/OT, we scaled up the recurrent and output weights (1.1*Weff) of the mnemonic coding st-531 

RNN units encoding the grating in the either the left (change) or right (no change) hemifield, 532 

respectively. Our default model was trained to the point where change detection and mnemonic 533 

coding were near perfect, and items were maintained for robustly for even the longest epochs 534 

(>200 time points) tested. On the other hand, mnemonic representations in biology are 535 

comparatively volatile (Goldman, 2009). To model this shortcoming, and to model its rescue 536 

with microstimulation, simulations in Figs. 6A-C were performed with a partially trained model 537 

(checkpoint saved at n=100 training iterations) whose mnemonic representations decayed more 538 

rapidly compared to the fully trained model.  539 

 540 

Change blindness experiments with human participants. n=44 participants (20 females; age 541 

range 18-55 yrs) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision performed a change blindness 542 

experiment (Jagatap et al., 2021). Data from 4 participants, who were unable to complete the 543 

task for various reasons, were excluded, as was data from one participant that was not stored 544 

correctly due to logistical errors. The final analyses were performed on data from 39 participants 545 

(18 females). Details of the change blindness experiment have been reported elsewhere 546 

(Jagatap et al., 2021).  547 

 548 

Briefly, subjects viewed the images on a 19” Dell monitor (1024x768 resolution) seated with 549 
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their heads resting on a chin rest, with their eyes positioned 60 cm from the monitor. Subjects’ 550 

eye movements were tracked with an iViewX Hi-speed eye-tracker (SensoMotoric Instruments 551 

Inc.) with a sampling rate of 500 Hz; the tracker was calibrated for each subject, individually, 552 

prior to the start of the experiment. Each trial of the change blindness task comprised a pair of 553 

alternating images, each of 250 ms duration, separated by blank screens, also of 250 ms 554 

duration. Each trial began with subjects fixating continuously for 3 seconds on a central cross; 555 

this was done to ensure consistency in the first fixation across subjects. In each experiment, we 556 

tested either 26 or 27 pairs of images (Jagatap et al., 2021, their Fig. S1; Supplemental Data). 557 

Of these 20 image pairs contained at least one object that differed in key respects across the 558 

image pairs, in size, color or occurrence. The remaining 6 (n=9 subjects) or 7 (n=30 subjects) 559 

image pairs were catch images that consisted of identical images with no distinction between 560 

them. Change and catch trials were interleaved in a pseudorandom order across all the 561 

subjects. For the analyses presented in this paper, we used only data from change image trials. 562 

Subjects were allowed to freely move their eyes across the scene to locate the change. They 563 

indicated correctly detecting the change by fixating on the change region for at least 3 seconds, 564 

and such trials were considered a “hit”. If the subjects failed to detect the change within 60 565 

seconds, the trial timed-out and was considered a “miss”. Each session lasted for roughly 45 566 

minutes, including time for instruction and eye-tracker calibration.  567 

 568 

Change blindness experiments with the st-RNN model. To simulate the change blindness 569 

flicker paradigm (Fig. 7A), each image (A) and the corresponding altered version (A*) were 570 

displayed, along with interleaved blank images (B), each for 2 frames. This cycle was repeated 571 

until the model detected the change, or the maximum trial duration elapsed. In our experimental 572 

data, the maximum permitted time for human participants to detect the change was 60 seconds, 573 

and each image and blank were presented for 250 ms. To match these statistics, the maximum 574 
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trial length of our model simulations was set to 240 frames, with each frame equivalent to an 575 

interval of 125 ms in the original experiment. The model was permitted to make saccades (gaze 576 

shifts, see next) at the end of every set of four frames starting with the fifth frame, such that 577 

saccades were made after every sequence of the form ABBA* or A*BBA; this inter-saccade 578 

interval (fixation duration) of 500 ms approximately matches the mean fixation duration of ~400 579 

ms that we observed in data from human participants performing the change blindness task 580 

(Jagatap et al., 2021).  581 

 582 

To simulate saccades in the simulated change blindness task, we adopted the following 583 

procedure. First, we computed a priority map for saccades based on three different factors: i) 584 

bottom-up saliency; ii) top-down task goals; iii) inhibition of return. The first and third 585 

components have been extensively investigated in previous studies, and are known to be 586 

important for determining free-viewing saccade strategies (Itti et al., 1998; Adeli et al., 2017). 587 

The second component (top-down goal) is specific to our task, in that participants must scan the 588 

image with the goal of identifying changes. We computed each of these factors as follows. First, 589 

the image Ai in physical image coordinates at frame i was CVR transformed to retinocentric 590 

coordinates, based on gaze fixation at location x (see section on Modeling change detection 591 

with real images, above). We term this transformed image as Ai,x. Next, the bottom up saliency 592 

map was computed from the Itti-Koch algorithm, also as described above (Itti et al., 1998). We 593 

term this real-valued map B(Ai,x). Then, the top-down goal map, or “change map”, was 594 

computed based on the activation of the output layer of the change-detection st-RNN; this 595 

corresponds to a map of the likely location(s) of change, as determined by the network. st-RNN 596 

modules were tiled to encode the entire image, and activations were averaged over these 597 

overlapping tiles to yield the final top-down map. This map was thresholded at 0.5 to yield a 598 

binary map. We term this “change” map T(Ai,x). Finally, the inhibition-of-return map was 599 
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computed by specifying a two-dimensional circularly symmetric Gaussian centered at the point 600 

of fixation, with a variance of 40 pixels, and summed over the past m=50 fixations. This map 601 

was CVR transformed and normalized between 0 to 1 to yield the final inhibition-of-return map, 602 

I(Ai,x). These three maps (B(Ai,x), T(Ai,x), I(Ai,x)) were combined to determine the final priority 603 

map, P(Ai,x), as follows: 604 

S(A , ) = φ(  B(A , )  +  T(A , )  )                                                      (13) 605 P(A , ) = [ S(A , ) (1 − I(A , )) ]                                                     (14) 606 

where φ is a piecewise linear mapping, which saturates at a value of 1 for all arguments greater 607 

than 1.  608 

 609 

As a final step, the priority map was normalized by its sum across all image locations, so as to 610 

transform it into a spatial probability density. The next fixation at each time point was sampled 611 

from this probability density function. To execute the fixation, the priority map was reverted to 612 

physical image coordinates using an “inverse CVR” transform, the new fixation location was 613 

selected and the image was transformed again into retinocentric coordinates with the CVR 614 

transform, based on the new gaze fixation point (Fig. 7B).     615 

 616 

Comparing human and model gaze metrics. To compare gaze metrics of human participants 617 

with the model (Fig. 8B), we computed, for each of the 20 change images, the mean number of 618 

fixations, on “hit” trials, across n=39 participants. We also computed the total distance traveled 619 

as sum of Euclidean distance (in pixels) between consecutive fixations. We then compared 620 

these human gaze metrics with the same metrics computed from model simulations using 621 

Pearson correlations; model metrics were computed by simulating the model for n=80 iterations 622 

and computing the average over these iterations. As a control analysis, we performed these 623 
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same correlations except that the st-RNN output, corresponding to the top-down component 624 

(T(Ai,x), equation 13) was excluded when computing the priority map. All other parameters were 625 

identical for these control simulations.    626 

 627 

Comparing fixation predictions across models. We tested how our model would compare 628 

with other established algorithms for predicting human gaze fixations. For this, we computed a 629 

fixation map as a continuous map across the entire image from the distribution of discrete 630 

fixations by convolution with a Gaussian filter describe and applying a standard low-pass filter 631 

with cutoff frequency fc=8 cycles per image (Bylinskii et al., 2019). For comparing performance 632 

across models, we tested various metrics, including those based on the correlation coefficient, 633 

similarity, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and area under the curve. Previous studies on gaze 634 

prediction have suggested that multiple metrics should be used for comparing gaze prediction 635 

algorithms, because of different potential kinds of bias in each metric (Bylinskii et al., 2019). We 636 

briefly describe, below, these evaluation metrics. In the following, G denotes the fixation map 637 

obtained from human data, and S denotes the map estimated using a saliency prediction model. 638 

i) Linear Correlation Coefficient (CC): The correlation coefficient metric between G and S is 639 

given by : CC = cov(G, S)/ (σG* σS), where σG and σS are the standard deviations of vectorized 640 

maps G and S respectively. This metric provides a measure of the linear relationship between 641 

the two maps, with a CC of +1 indicating a perfect linear relationship between the maps;  642 

ii) Similarity: Similarity is computed as the sum of the minimum values at each pixel location for 643 

the distributions of S and G. Sim =  Σ min( S (i), G (i) ), where SN and GN are normalized to 644 

be probability distributions so that, for identical maps, the similarity score is +1.  645 
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iii) KL-divergence: KL-divergence measures the difference between the two probability 646 

distributions S and G as KL = Σ G ln(ϵ + G /(ϵ + S )), where ϵ is a regularization constant with 647 

value = 2.22x10-16 (Bylinskii et al., 2019);  648 

iv) Area Under Curve (AUC) : The area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve (AUC) 649 

is computed by thresholding the saliency map at varied values. The true positive (TP) and false 650 

positive (FP) proportions are computed at each of these threshold values, and the AUC is 651 

calculated. The AUC-Borji (Borji et al., 2013) algorithm defines the proportion of true positives 652 

as the number of the saliency map (S) pixels above threshold relative to the total number of 653 

fixated pixels in the image, and defines the proportion of false positives as the number of 654 

saliency map (S) pixels above threshold relative to a uniform random sample, equal to the 655 

number of non-fixated pixel locations. 656 

 657 

The comparison of our eye movement model was performed against Salicon with the images 658 

used in our human change blindness experiment, and not with the MIT300 dataset. This is 659 

because we seek to test our model against ground-truth human fixation data in a change 660 

blindness task, whereas the MIT300 dataset is for free-viewing saliency prediction.  661 

 662 

Data and Code availability. Data and code for reproducing the results in this paper are 663 

available in the following repository: https://github.com/yashmrsawant/ChangeDetection_stRNN.664 
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Results  665 

A midbrain-inspired sparse, topographic recurrent neural network model  666 

The Superior Colliculus (SC), and the optic tectum (OT), its homolog in other vertebrates,  667 

receives direct visual input from the retina and projects to cortical and sub-cortical regions 668 

involved in controlling attention and eye-movements (Knudsen, 2011; Krauzlis et al., 2013) (Fig. 669 

1A). Neurons in the SC/OT exhibit spatially restricted visual receptive fields with topographic 670 

connectivity: Each neuron encodes only a portion of visual space (typically 5-10 degrees; 671 

(Cynader and Berman, 1972), and connects predominantly with downstream neurons that 672 

encode overlapping regions of space (Knudsen, 2011; Sridharan et al., 2014). In addition, the 673 

SC/OT is multilayered, comprising recurrently connected excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) neural 674 

populations (Knudsen, 2018). In particular, layer 10 of the SC/OT contains specialized recurrent 675 

E-I neurons that project to a midbrain inhibitory (GABAergic) isthmic nucleus, the Imc (Fig. 1A)  676 

(Goddard et al., 2012, 2014), which is hypothesized to play a key role in resolving stimulus 677 

competition across space (Knudsen, 2018) (see next section). 678 

 679 

We modeled the recurrent E-I circuit in SC/OT layer 10, employing a recurrent neural network 680 

with key neurobiological constraints (Fig. 1B). First, the input layer of the RNN was organized 681 

topographically, such that each patch of the input, in this case a high-resolution image, was 682 

represented by a localized patch of neurons, mimicking spatially localized retinal input to the 683 

SC. Second, following Dale’s law for biological neurons, each presynaptic neuron in the model 684 

provided either excitatory or inhibitory inputs to all of its postsynaptic partners. Recurrent 685 

connections occurred both within and across E and I neural populations. Third, each neuron 686 

(both E and I) was permitted to connect to only to a small group of neurons in its neighborhood 687 

such that mutually connected neurons encoded overlapping regions of the image (Methods). 688 
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This connectivity pattern ensured topographic connectivity, while also guaranteeing a sparse 689 

weight matrix for all layers (Fig. 1C; Methods, equation 1). We term such a recurrent neural 690 

network – with sparse, topographic connectivity – as an “st-RNN”. st-RNN dynamics were 691 

simulated with a phenomenological rate model, previously employed in simulations of neural 692 

population dynamics (equation 2, Methods) (Ganguli and Latham, 2009; Sussillo, 2014) . For 693 

illustration, we first describe the results of training and testing the st-RNN with simple, 8x8 694 

binary image patches as input. In a subsequent section, we test the st-RNN’s ability to detect 695 

changes in high-resolution, natural images. 696 

 697 

Two key operations are necessary for solving the change blindness task (Fig. 1D). First, the 698 

network must robustly maintain a representation of the first image (‘A’, Fig. 1D) over the 699 

duration of the blank frames (‘B’, Fig. 1D). Second, this maintained information must be 700 

compared against the subsequently presented image (‘A*’, Fig. 1D) for detecting and localizing 701 

the change successfully. These two operations were achieved with two different st-RNNs, 702 

operating in tandem (Fig. 1D). The first st-RNN – the “mnemonic coding” RNN – encoded and 703 

maintained the representation of the input image (A) over the duration of one or more blank 704 

frames (Fig. 1D). Moreover, this RNN learned to flexibly update its representation when 705 

presented with a new input image (A*) following the blank frames (Fig. 1D). The second st-RNN 706 

– the “change detection” RNN –monitored variations in output of the mnemonic-coding RNN, 707 

which enabled it to detect and localize the change (Fig. 1D). Both st-RNNs were trained 708 

independently, with 200,000 8x8 binary image patches, and tested with 20,000 validation 709 

patches, not used in the training dataset (Methods). We then compared the performance of the 710 

st-RNN against a conventional, fully connected RNN (“fc-RNN”), without constraints on sparse 711 

or topographic connectivity (Methods).  712 

 713 
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The st-RNN maintained its input and detected changes with high accuracy (Fig. 1E, top, blue; 714 

mean-squared error or mse: mnemonic coding st-RNN=1.7±0.02%, change detection st-715 

RNN=1.6±0.02%, mean±std at iteration 200; n=20,000 validation patches). The fc-RNN’s also 716 

detected changes with high accuracy (Fig. 1E, top, red; mse: mnemonic coding fc-717 

RNN=2.6±0.5%; change detection fc-RNN=2.5±0.1%), but the mean squared error for the fc-718 

RNN was marginally, albeit significantly higher, as compared to the st-RNN (p<10-6, n=20,000 719 

patches, Wilcoxon signed rank test). In addition, the fc-RNN training converged much more 720 

slowly (~7.5-9x longer) both for the mnemonic-coding and change-detection operations (Fig. 1E, 721 

bottom, red versus blue curves; mnemonic-coding: st-RNN=12 epochs, fc-RNN= 90 epochs; 722 

change-detection: st-RNN=10 epochs, fc-RNN=93 epochs; # iterations to achieve a training 723 

mse of 1%, across 10000 training samples). Moreover, the proportion of non-zero weights in the 724 

hidden layer of the fc-RNN (45.7%) was, far higher than the proportion of non-zero weights in 725 

the st-RNN (2.9%) (Fig. 1F; p<10-6; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for significant differences in 726 

weight distributions).  727 

 728 

We sought to understand the relative advantages of sparsity versus topographic connectivity for 729 

change detection. First, we asked whether the topographic nature of connectivity provided a 730 

specific advantage for change detection. We trained a network with random (non-topographic) 731 

connectivity, but with weight sparsity identical to the st-RNN; we call this network a sparse, 732 

“non-topographic” RNN (snt-RNN). The weight matrix following training is shown in Fig. 1F. The 733 

snt-RNN training converged more slowly (Fig. 1E, green) as compared to the st-RNN (Fig. 1E, 734 

blue). Specifically, the number of iterations for convergence (1% training mse) was more than 735 

two-fold higher for the snt-RNN as compared to the st-RNN (mnemonic-coding: st-RNN=12 736 

epochs, snt-RNN= 25 epochs; change-detection: st-RNN=10 epochs, snt-RNN=22 epochs). 737 

Second, we asked whether sparsity of the weight matrix was responsible for faster training. As 738 
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an alternative model, we tested if reducing the degrees of freedom, by reducing the number of 739 

weight updates, would also achieve faster training; for this, we applied a sparse mask (Methods, 740 

equation 1) to the gradient updates, rather than to the full weight matrix itself, during training. In 741 

this case, again we observed considerably slower convergence (Fig. 1E, black) as compared to 742 

the original st-RNN model (Fig. 1E, blue).  743 

 744 

Finally, we performed simulations of the model by varying the level of sparsity in the 745 

connections, and with different sizes of local, topographic connections in the hidden layer (Fig. 746 

1G; Methods). Increasing the level of sparsity led to systematic degradations in performance for 747 

both the mnemonic coding and change detection st-RNNs, likely due to the stronger constraints 748 

on connectivity imposed by progressively sparser weight matrices (Fig. 1H-I, columns). By 749 

contrast, decreasing the receptive field size degraded performance for the mnemonic coding st-750 

RNN but slightly improved performance for the change detection st-RNN (Fig. 1H-I, rows). 751 

Because of its fine-grained, spatially local nature, the change detection computation was 752 

rendered more challenging when signals were pooled across multiple neighboring neurons.  753 

 754 

In summary, our midbrain inspired sparse, topographic RNN architecture was able to 755 

successfully solve the challenging change blindness task. Moreover, the st-RNN accomplished 756 

change detection far more efficiently – with considerably fewer connections and significantly 757 

faster learning rates – compared to a conventional, fully connected RNN. Finally, neither a 758 

network with sparse, but unstructured, connectivity nor a network with a comparably simple, but 759 

a conceptually different, learning strategy were as fast as the st-RNN model at learning to 760 

successfully detect changes. In other words, both sparsity and topographic connectivity were 761 

relevant for efficiently learning to detect changes (but see Discussion for caveats regarding the 762 

biological plausibility of the supervised learning rule). 763 
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 764 

Mechanisms underlying stable maintenance and flexible updating  765 

We analyzed computational mechanisms by which the st-RNN achieves robust change 766 

detection in this change blindness task. The computation performed by the change detection st-767 

RNN is a comparatively simple one: it needs to compute differences between each successive 768 

frame of the mnemonic coding st-RNN’s output, as long as the latter maintains an active 769 

representation of the latest input. The key challenge, then, rests with the mnemonic coding st-770 

RNN, which must not only maintain a stable representation of the first image (‘A’, Fig. 1D) over 771 

the course of the blank epoch (‘B’, Fig. 1D), but must also rapidly and flexibly update its 772 

representation as soon as the new image is presented (‘A*’, Fig. 1D). 773 

 774 

We analyzed, first, low-dimensional dynamics of the mnemonic coding st-RNN to understand 775 

how it was able to maintain image information robustly during the blank epoch. For this we 776 

identified a “mnemonic” subspace, based on the activity of the hidden layer units of the 777 

mnemonic coding st-RNN (Murray et al., 2017); the dimensions of this subspace represent 778 

those that capture maximal variance across stimuli during the blank epoch (stimulus PCs, Fig. 779 

2A; Methods). We then plotted the activity trajectories of the hidden layer units in this mnemonic 780 

subspace (Fig. 2C, colored dots with connecting lines). 781 

 782 

The mnemonic coding subspace encoded interpretable, and (partially) dissociable, features of 783 

stimuli during the stimulus presentation epoch: stimulus PC1 encoded the proportion of “active” 784 

pixels (sparsity) in the input image (Fig. 2A, x-axis, dark to light shading) whereas stimulus PC2 785 

encoded the location of these active pixels – in terms of their approximate center of mass along 786 

the vertical axis (Fig. 2A, y-axis). Individual hidden layer units exhibited markedly 787 
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heterogeneous dynamics during the maintenance epoch. Some units (e.g., Fig. 2B, top) 788 

exhibited stable activity during maintenance, whereas others (e.g., Fig. 2B, bottom) exhibited 789 

unstable and oscillatory patterns of activity. Despite these wide variations in individual unit 790 

dynamics, the projection of hidden layer activity in the mnemonic subspace was remarkably 791 

stable over time, even in the absence of sensory input (Fig. 2C; different colors show activity 792 

projection at different time points during the blank epoch). Dynamics were primarily confined to 793 

a “Time PC”, orthogonal to the stimulus PC axes (Fig. 2C, left, Methods). In other words, stable 794 

coding in the mnemonic subspace emerged despite heterogeneous dynamics in individual units’ 795 

activities. Each of these characteristics is a hallmark of the “stable subspace model”, a recently 796 

proposed framework for stable maintenance of information in the brain (Druckmann and 797 

Chklovskii, 2012; Murray et al., 2017). In the Methods (section on “Stable network output 798 

despite unstable activity in individual units”), we analyze these observations mathematically to 799 

show how a stable representation may arise in the network with unstable and heterogenous 800 

units (Druckmann and Chklovskii, 2012).  801 

 802 

We explored the contributions of distinct groups of units, based on the stability of their activity 803 

profiles, to robust maintenance. Specifically, we asked whether only units with stable activity 804 

dynamics enabled robust maintenance or if units with unstable dynamics were also involved. 805 

We grouped hidden layer units into two subsets based on the top (“stable” units) and bottom 806 

(“unstable” units) 5th percentiles (Fig. 3A) of activity variance during the maintenance epoch 807 

(Methods; maintenance epoch variance: stable units= (3.45 ± 1.5) ×10-5 a.u., unstable units = 808 

(2906 ± 820) ×10-5 a.u., n=500 patterns).  Interestingly, while all of the stable units comprised 809 

excitatory neurons, a majority (11/16) of the unstable units comprised inhibitory neurons; 810 

connectivity kernels of representative stable and unstable excitatory neurons are shown in Fig. 811 

3B. Interestingly, as compared to unstable units, stable units exhibited a much sparser 812 
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connectivity profile both in terms of the input and recurrent connections. By contrast, few 813 

unstable units contributed directly to the st-RNN output; most contributed only indirectly through 814 

recurrent connections. 815 

 816 

We tested whether, and how much, each of these subsets (stable or unstable) contributed to 817 

stable maintenance. Silencing the stable subset alone produced a strong degradation of the 818 

maintained pattern (Fig. 3C; dark gray open circles, “Stable-”), as compared to when all units 819 

were intact (Fig. 3C, filled circles, “None”). On the other hand, silencing the unstable subset 820 

alone produced a weaker but, nevertheless, robust degradation of the maintained pattern (Fig. 821 

3C; light gray open circles, “Unstable-”); surprisingly, this degradation increased progressively to 822 

even surpass the level of degradation following silencing the stable subset. This latter finding 823 

could be explained on the basis of the large proportion of inhibitory neurons (~70%) in the 824 

unstable subset: silencing these neurons reduced network inhibition and resulted in runaway 825 

excitation due to which the maintained pattern degraded progressively. In the Methods, section 826 

on ““Unstable” units are important for stable maintenance”, we leverage an analytical framework 827 

for the stable subspace model (Wasmuht et al., 2018) to further analyze these results based on 828 

the null space of the feedforward (hidden to output) connectivity matrix. 829 

 830 

Next, we asked which type(s) of recurrent connections in the mnemonic coding st-RNN were 831 

critical to stable maintenance. For this, we silenced, in turn, each type of recurrent connection in 832 

the hidden layer, separately, during the maintenance (blank) epochs (Fig. 3D, gray shading, 833 

t=2-10 and t=12-20) and calculated the mean error with pattern maintenance. We expected that 834 

silencing the E-E or I-I connections would decrease the overall excitation in the network – the 835 

latter by disinhibiting the inhibitory neurons (Sridharan and Knudsen, 2015) – whereas, silencing 836 
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the E-I or I-E connections would decrease the overall inhibition in the network. We tested the 837 

effect of each of these manipulations on stable maintenance. 838 

 839 

Silencing mutual E-E connections (Fig. 3D, green) or the mutual I-I connections (Fig. 3D, dark 840 

gray; virtually overlapping with the green curve) produced the strongest degradation of 841 

maintained patterns, as quantified by the mean error (L1 norm) relative to the expected output 842 

(higher error signifies more degradation). Silencing the other two connection types (I-E or E-I) 843 

also disrupted maintenance (Fig. 3D, blue and red, respectively), but these effects were 844 

marginally weaker. These results could be explained mechanistically. In the absence of external 845 

inputs during the blank, silencing recurrent E-E connections abolished the activity in the hidden 846 

layer E neurons and eliminated persistence, yielding in null activity in the output layer during the 847 

blank (Fig. 3F, E-E-). Similarly, silencing I-I connections abolished the recurrent inhibition to 848 

hidden layer I neurons. This resulted in over-strong inhibition of the E neurons, which abolished 849 

their activity and eliminated persistence, as before (Fig. 3F, I-I-). On the other hand, silencing E-I 850 

connections abolished inhibition in the network, thereby producing over-strong excitation in the 851 

E neurons. As recurrent E-E connections were intact the entire hidden layer became active after 852 

a few frames, and ultimately resulted in disrupted maintenance (Fig. 3F, E-I-). Silencing I-E 853 

connections also disrupted persistence but, interestingly, this disruption showed an oscillatory 854 

pattern (Fig. 3F, I-E-): removing the inhibitory input to E neurons resulted in their over-strong 855 

excitation, which, coupled with the intact E-I and I-I, shifted the network into an oscillatory 856 

regime (Tiesinga et al., 2004).  857 

 858 

Finally, we asked which connections in the mnemonic coding st-RNN were critical to flexible 859 

updating, upon presentation of the new input image (A*). Again, for this we silenced each type 860 

of recurrent connection in the hidden layer, transiently, when the new image was presented 861 
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(Fig. 3E, gray shading at t=11). In this case, silencing the I-E connections (I-E−, Fig. 3E, blue) or 862 

E-I connections (E-I−, Fig. 3E, red) produced the strongest degradation in flexible updating, 863 

which persisted throughout the subsequent maintenance epoch (Fig. 3E, t=12-20). In contrast, 864 

silencing E-E or I-I connections resulted in no discernible degradation in flexible updating (Fig. 865 

3E, green and dark gray, respectively). These effects could also be readily explained. Silencing 866 

I-E connections produced over-strong excitation of the E neurons, thereby yielding a degraded 867 

representation in the hidden layer when the new image was presented (Fig. 3G, I-E-). A similar 868 

effect occurred with silencing E-I connections due to transiently reduced inhibition in the 869 

network; in this case, the degradation was more modest because some excitation to the I 870 

neurons was provided directly by the feedforward input from the image patch (Fig. 3G, E-I-). In 871 

both cases (I-E- and E-I-) the degraded representation was maintained and amplified through 872 

recurrence over the subsequent blank epochs, because all connections were held intact during 873 

these epochs. In contrast, silencing E-E and I-I connections during the encoding, merely 874 

reduced the net recurrent excitation (directly or indirectly, respectively), whereas the dominant 875 

source of excitation to the hidden layer was from the input layer, which was held intact. 876 

Therefore, no obvious degradation of the representation was observed upon silencing the E-E 877 

or I-I connections (Fig. 3G, E-E- and I-I-).  878 

 879 

In summary, the mnemonic-coding st-RNN mimicked key hallmarks of the “stable subspace” 880 

model, a candidate model for working memory in the neocortex (Murray et al., 2017). Stable 881 

maintenance occurred despite marked heterogeneity in individual unit activities. Surprisingly, 882 

units with both stable and unstable dynamics contributed to robust maintenance of stored 883 

activity patterns. Connections that increased the excitatory tone in the network (E-E and I-I) 884 

were relatively more important for stable maintenance. In contrast, connections that increased 885 

the inhibitory tone in the network (I-E and E-I) were critical for flexible updating. The results 886 
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suggest potentially dissociable roles of recurrent excitation and inhibition during change 887 

detection (Discussion). 888 

 889 

A midbrain inspired global inhibitory motif promotes efficient change detection 890 

Having achieved change detection in binary 8x8 image patches, we sought to test the model in 891 

a change blindness task with high-resolution, natural images (Fig. 4A, top). We encoded high-892 

resolution (1024x768) images by tiling individual 8x8 st-RNN modules, along both horizontal 893 

and vertical axes, with 50% overlap between adjacent modules (49152 modules total, Fig. 4A, 894 

bottom; Methods). Because midbrain SC neurons are known to encode visual saliency, the 895 

input to the st-RNN was a thresholded saliency map of each image (Fig. 4B, A and A*, 896 

Methods) (Itti et al., 1998).  897 

 898 

To our surprise, this “tiled” network, even after extensive training, failed to detect particular 899 

categories of changes consistently. While the network robustly detected the appearance of a 900 

novel object or feature in the new image (“off-on” changes), it consistently failed to detect 901 

disappearance of already present objects or features (“on-off” changes). For example, when a 902 

transition of the latter type occurred in the sequence shown in Fig. 4B, the network failed to 903 

detect the disappearance of the “steel railing” (Fig. 4B, red box; model output, -GI). 904 

 905 

To explain the reason for this failure we simulate the network with a “toy” example comprising 906 

nine 8x8 st-RNN modules tiled together in a 3x3 grid (24x24 neuron network; no overlap among 907 

modules; Fig. 4C). We replicated the failure case in this example: while the image patch that 908 

underwent an off-on change (Fig. 4C, first row, blue outline, appearance of the “kite” shape) was 909 

correctly detected (Fig. 4C, fifth row, -GI: CD, upper right patch), the patch that underwent an 910 
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on-off change (Fig. 4C; first row, red outline, disappearance of the “plus” shape) failed to be 911 

detected (Fig. 4C, fifth row, -GI: CD, center patch). Examining the output of the mnemonic 912 

coding st-RNN revealed that the patch that underwent an on-off change continued to be 913 

maintained even upon presentation of the new image, A* (Fig. 4C, fourth row, -GI: MC, center 914 

patch) and, therefore, was not flagged by the change detection st-RNN (Fig. 4C, fifth row, -GI: 915 

CD, center patch).  916 

 917 

Why was the non-existent stimulus erroneously maintained, even upon presentation of the new 918 

image? We propose that each mnemonic-coding st-RNN module cannot, by itself, distinguish 919 

between on-off changes across the images (A, A*), versus transition from an image to a blank 920 

epoch (A to B). In other words, an isolated st-RNN module cannot distinguish between the 921 

following two scenarios: (i) when its input vanished because the new image contained a blank 922 

patch at the module’s location (e.g., Fig. 4C, A*, center patch), versus (ii) when its input 923 

vanished because of the blank epoch onset (Fig. 4C, B, center patch). Note that, in scenario (ii), 924 

the mnemonic coding st-RNN must maintain the representation of the original image patch, 925 

whereas in scenario (i) it must update its output to a blank patch. The inability to distinguish 926 

these scenarios resulted in a failure of the st-RNN to correctly detect on-off changes.  927 

 928 

We hypothesized that this failure occurred because independent st-RNN modules lacked cues 929 

about changes of global context (e.g., presentation of a new image). To overcome this failure, 930 

we tested two different approaches. First, we modeled local interactions among st-RNN 931 

modules, which would enable these modules to infer information about global context, in an 932 

emergent manner (Methods). We discovered that this approach barely ameliorated this issue 933 

(Fig. 4C; +Li, sixth and seventh rows).  934 
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 935 

An alternative approach, then, is to enable global contextual cues to be shared among all st-936 

RNN modules. We looked to the anatomy of the midbrain SC/OT network for circuit motifs 937 

indicative of global interactions. Neurons in the SC project topographically to an adjacent 938 

nucleus – nucleus isthmi pars magnocellularis (Imc) – whose neurons project back to the 939 

SC/OT to provide global inhibition, spanning the entire SC/OT map (Knudsen, 2018) (Fig. 1A). 940 

We tested whether incorporating a global inhibition motif, inspired by SC/OT-Imc architecture, 941 

would overcome change detection deficits in this tiled st-RNN network.  942 

 943 

We modeled a global inhibitory (GI) layer of 10x8 neurons (Fig. 4A) that received low-944 

dimensional input, mimicking convergent input from the input layer (Methods), and projected 945 

globally to both E and I neurons in st-RNN hidden layers (Fig. 4A, orange arrows). A single st-946 

RNN module was retrained from scratch along with this GI layer (Methods) and the GI layer 947 

weights were replicated, globally, across all st-RNN modules. This strategy of tiling multiple st-948 

RNN modules – involves learning a relatively small number of weights (~105) while also 949 

permitting scaling up the model to detect changes in arbitrarily large images (see Discussion). 950 

By contrast, we estimate that training up a full 1024x768 st-RNN network would require learning 951 

a significantly larger number of weights (~1012; Methods). In neurobiological terms, such a 952 

divide-and-conquer approach enables the network to learn to detect changes efficiently, with far 953 

fewer connections, compared to a network that learns over the entire image. 954 

 955 

With the GI layer incorporated, the st-RNN network achieved successful detection of on-off 956 

changes (Fig. 4C; +GI, eighth and ninth rows). Plotting the mnemonic coding st-RNN hidden 957 

unit activity in the mnemonic subspace revealed accurate updating for both on-off (Fig. 4E, left, 958 
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“plus” to “blank”) and off-on (Fig. 4E, left; “blank” to “kite” arrow) changes (solid arrow indicates 959 

successful update). In contrast, in the network without the GI layer, this updating did not happen 960 

correctly for the on-off change (Fig. 4D, left, dashed arrow); rather the “plus” representation 961 

continued to persist even after the new image was presented (Fig. 4D, left, colored dots from 962 

t=13-20). Examining the activity of randomly selected hidden layer units revealed that the GI 963 

layer enabled a reset in activity upon presentation of the new image (Fig. 4E; right, +GI), which 964 

did not occur without the GI layer (Fig. 4E; right, −GI). When tested with high-resolution natural 965 

images, incorporating the GI layer allowed the st-RNN network to correctly detect disappearing 966 

objects also (Fig. 4B; last row, +GI, red box). 967 

 968 

Lastly, we also trained a version of the model with recurrent, topographic connections from the 969 

hidden layer excitatory neurons of the mnemonic coding layer to the GI layer (recurrent E-I 970 

connections to GI layer, Methods) (Fig. 4A, dashed connections); the goal was to mimic 971 

recurrent connections between the SC/OT and Imc that have been observed experimentally 972 

(Knudsen, 2018). This network was also able to detect changes well, albeit with marginally 973 

higher mean absolute error than the standard network (4% relative to the trained standard 974 

network over 20 maintenance epochs, average across 10,000 patterns).  975 

 976 

To summarize: independent st-RNN modules, tiled to encode natural (high-resolution) images, 977 

failed to detect transitions involving object disappearance. Incorporating a global, inhibitory layer 978 

– inspired by the neural architecture of the SC/OT-Imc circuit – overcame this failure by 979 

enabling global contextual cues, regarding the appearance of the new image, to flexibly update 980 

st-RNN unit activity for accurate change detection.  981 

 982 
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Model mimics functional properties of the SC/OT network  983 

The st-RNN’s architecture was constrained by neuroanatomical connectivity in the midbrain, 984 

and trained to perform change detection, a key neural computation known to occur in the 985 

midbrain (Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004; Lovejoy and Krauzlis, 2010; Knudsen, 2018). We asked 986 

if, as a consequence, st-RNN model neurons would mimic known functional properties of 987 

SC/OT neurons. In addition, we tested if previously reported effects of causal manipulation 988 

(microstimulation) of the SC on change detection could be mimicked by analogous 989 

manipulations of model neurons. These simulations were performed with the network with 990 

recurrent connections from the hidden layer excitatory neurons to the GI layer, to mimic 991 

recurrent connections between the SC/OT and Imc, as described in the previous section. 992 

Moreover, to model the relatively volatile mnemonic representations observed in biology, for 993 

these simulations we employed a partially trained model whose mnemonic representations were 994 

less robust than a fully trained model (Methods). 995 

 996 

First, we examined the activity of output neurons in the change-detection st-RNN vis-à-vis 997 

known properties of stimulus-encoding in SC/OT neurons (Knudsen, 2018). Visual neurons in 998 

the SC are known to fire strongly in response to dynamic stimuli (e.g., moving or looming 999 

objects) rather than to static stimuli (Knudsen, 2011; White et al., 2017). We presented each of 1000 

these stimulus types to the model, in turn, as 1000x800 images by tiling 50,000 8x8 st-RNN 1001 

modules (Figs. 5A-D, insets) (Methods).  1002 

 1003 

st-RNN output neurons exhibited higher sensitivity for dynamic versus static inputs. When a 1004 

static image was presented to the model for four successive frames, output neurons of the 1005 

change-detection RNN were active briefly, at the onset of the image (Fig. 5A, E), but not 1006 
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subsequently. On the other hand, when a moving stimulus was presented neurons responded 1007 

with a much higher steady state response (~4x), as compared to when a static stimulus was 1008 

presented (Fig. 5B, E). Similarly, when we presented a looming stimulus the neurons responded 1009 

with an even higher steady state response (~5x static stimulus’ steady state response) (Fig. 5C, 1010 

E). Finally, neural responses to receding stimuli were also robust, albeit marginally weaker than 1011 

those evoked by looming stimuli (Fig. 5D, E), qualitatively in line with recent experimental 1012 

observations (Lee et al., 2020). The higher sensitivity of model neurons to dynamic, as 1013 

compared to static, stimuli is an emergent consequence of training the network to detect 1014 

changes and has interesting implications for understating the role of the SC in saliency 1015 

computations (Discussion). In addition, the stronger response to looming, as compared to 1016 

receding stimuli, was an emergent consequence of the interaction between the mnemonic and 1017 

change-detection st-RNNs, providing an alternative to the mechanism proposed in an earlier 1018 

experimental study (Lee et al., 2020) (see Discussion). 1019 

 1020 

Second, SC/OT neurons are known to exhibit robust signatures of stimulus competition: when 1021 

multiple stimuli are presented concurrently, the strongest stimulus is represented preferentially, 1022 

and suppresses responses to weaker stimuli (Mysore et al., 2010) To test if these signatures of 1023 

stimulus competition also emerged in our st-RNN model, we simulated paired looming stimuli – 1024 

one looming fast, and the other comparatively slowly – one in each visual quadrant (Methods) 1025 

(Fig. 5F inset). We observed clear signatures of competitive suppression in the activity of the 1026 

change-detection st-RNN outputs: responses evoked by the weaker (slow looming) stimulus 1027 

were markedly (~8%) lower when it was paired with a stronger (fast looming) stimulus, than 1028 

when it was presented by itself (Fig. 5F, H). By contrast, responses to the stronger (fast 1029 

looming) stimulus were nearly identical, regardless of whether it was paired with a slow looming 1030 
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stimulus or presented alone (Fig. 5G, H). In other words, the st-RNN model exhibited clear, 1031 

emergent evidence for stimulus competition. 1032 

 1033 

Finally, we examined the model’s performance in a perceptual change detection task vis-à-vis 1034 

the known role of the SC/OT’s in mediating change detection (Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004; 1035 

Lovejoy and Krauzlis, 2010; Knudsen, 2018). Specifically, we simulated a visual change 1036 

detection psychophysics task, commonly used in “change blindness” experiments in the 1037 

laboratory (Steinmetz and Moore, 2014; Sridharan et al., 2017; Sagar et al., 2019; Banerjee et 1038 

al., 2019). In this task, two oriented gratings are presented, one in each visual hemifield (Fig. 1039 

6A, set A). After a random delay, the screen is blanked, and gratings briefly disappear (Fig. 6A, 1040 

blank B). Following reappearance, the orientation of one of the gratings has changed (Fig. 6A, 1041 

set A*). The subject’s task is to detect and localize the grating that changed in orientation.  1042 

 1043 

To simulate this psychophysical task, as before, we represented the set of gratings as a 1044 

1000x800 image, by tiling 50,000 8x8 st-RNN modules (Methods). In this example, the grating 1045 

in the left visual hemifield underwent an orientation change following the blank (“change” 1046 

grating), whereas the right hemifield grating (“no-change” grating) remained unchanged (Fig. 1047 

6A, top row; red box). We employed the same partially trained st-RNN model as in the previous 1048 

simulations. In this case, the model produced two types of errors: i) signaling the change in the 1049 

left hemifield grating (change grating) incompletely (compare Fig. 6A, left grating, Expected 1050 

versus Observed), and ii) signaling a change in the right hemifield (no-change) grating also 1051 

(“false-alarm”). Examining activity of the mnemonic coding st-RNN during the maintenance 1052 

epoch revealed the reason for these errors: The maintained activity for original grating set (A) in 1053 

both hemifields gradually deteriorated (Fig. 6A, second to last row) and, upon presentation of 1054 

the new grating set (A*), resulted in incorrect activations of the change detection units in both 1055 
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the change and no-change gratings (Fig. 6A, last row). As a consequence, the model signaled 1056 

an incomplete change in the change grating, and a spurious change (false alarm) in the no-1057 

change grating.  1058 

 1059 

We sought to rescue this deficit in the model by mimicking reported experimental effects of 1060 

microstimulation of the SC/OT (Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004). In non-human primates focal 1061 

microstimulation of the SC enhances the animals’ ability to detect changes in a change 1062 

blindness-like task (Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004). Specifically, SC microstimulation produces 1063 

two key effects (see (Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004), their Fig. 5B): i) an improvement in change 1064 

detection performance (hit rates) when microstimulation is applied to the target location (location 1065 

of change), and ii) a decrease in false-alarms when microstimulation is applied to a non-target 1066 

location (location of no-change). We mimicked both of these effects of focal SC microstimulation 1067 

in our model by scaling up (by 1.1x) the recurrent and output weights of mnemonic-coding st-1068 

RNN units at each, respective microstimulated location (Methods). Focal microstimulation of the 1069 

right hemifield (no-change) grating representation produced a robust recovery of the network’s 1070 

ability to ignore this location without producing spurious activations (false-alarm; Figs. 6B and 1071 

6D, top). In contrast, focal microstimulation of the left hemifield (change) grating representation 1072 

yielded accurate detection of the change in the left hemifield grating (compare Fig. 6A 1073 

Expected, left grating versus Fig. 6C Observed, left grating; Fig. 6D, bottom).  1074 

 1075 

Taken together, these results suggest emergent similarities between st-RNN properties and 1076 

biological properties of the SC/OT: Not only did st-RNN model neurons resemble functional 1077 

properties of SC/OT neurons in terms of their responses to dynamic (moving, looming, 1078 

receding) and paired (competing) stimuli, but behavioral effects of SC/OT causal manipulations 1079 

could also be reproduced with simulated manipulations of the st-RNN model. Our st-RNN model 1080 
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may, therefore, provide a test bed for understanding neural computations underlying change 1081 

detection in the midbrain. 1082 

 1083 

Model performance correlates with human performance in a change blindness task 1084 

Finally, we asked if the st-RNN model would be relevant for understanding human performance 1085 

in a change blindness task. For this, we analyzed data from 39 human participants performing a 1086 

laboratory change blindness experiment with natural images (Methods) (Jagatap et al., 2021). 1087 

We summarize the task design here; details can be found in the previous study (Jagatap et al., 1088 

2021). On each trial a pair of images (cluttered scenes, typically) was alternately flashed for 250 1089 

ms, with an intervening blank, also of 250 ms duration (Fig. 7A). Subjects were instructed to 1090 

detect the change by freely scanning the images. 20 image pairs were tested; each pair differed 1091 

in terms of some key aspect (e.g., appearance or disappearance of an object; Methods). 1092 

Subjects indicated the change location by fixating on it (for 3 seconds). If the change had not 1093 

been detected within 60 seconds, the trial timed out. 1094 

 1095 

We simulated gaze shifts on natural images with the st-RNN model by computing a “priority 1096 

map” (Methods). Briefly, following foveal magnification (Cartesian Variable Resolution transform 1097 

(Wiebe and Basu, 1997)), we computed a binarized saliency map, based on established 1098 

algorithms (Itti et al., 1998; Otsu, 1979 ; Fig. 7B, left and top). This was provided as input to the 1099 

st-RNN network, which produced a “change map” (Fig. 7B, rightmost). To encourage the model 1100 

to explore the image thoroughly, we computed an inhibition-of-return (IOR) map (Methods), 1101 

which discouraged saccades to previously fixated image locations (Methods). The final priority 1102 

map was computed as a combination of the saliency map, the change map and the inhibition-of-1103 

return map (Methods; Fig. 7B; lower right and bottom). Saccades were generated by 1104 
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constructing a probability density function over the image, whose value at each location was 1105 

proportional to the priority at that location. The saccade generation process terminated when the 1106 

model either correctly fixated at the location of the change, or until 120 time steps had elapsed 1107 

(analogous to the human experiment).  1108 

 1109 

Exemplar scan paths for the model and the human are shown in Fig. 8A (red lines). We 1110 

quantified the similarity of the model’s gaze data with human gaze data using two approaches. 1111 

First, we computed two gaze metrics: i) the total number of fixations, and ii) the total “distance 1112 

traveled” (cumulative path length of saccades), until the change was detected (Adeli et al., 1113 

2017), for both the human and model experiments. Strong correlations were observed between 1114 

humans and the model, for both gaze metrics (Fig. 8B, number of fixations: r=0.53, p=0.017; 1115 

total distance traveled: r=0.55, p=0.011; Pearson correlation). Because the priority map included 1116 

a saliency component, we tested whether the correlations were driven primarily by the saliency 1117 

(Itti et al., 1998), or whether they also required the change map (change detection st-RNN 1118 

output). When we removed the change map from the priority map computation, correlations 1119 

between the human and model gaze metrics were no longer significant (Fig. 8C, number of 1120 

fixations: r=0.31, p=0.18; total distance traveled: r=0.29, p=0.217). 1121 

 1122 

Second, we correlated human fixation maps with those generated by the st-RNN model. We 1123 

compared this correlation against that generated by the “Salicon” saliency prediction algorithm 1124 

(Huang et al., 2015), among the highest ranked algorithms in the MIT saliency benchmark 1125 

leaderboard (Bylinskii et al., 2019) for predicting free-viewing fixation maps. We employed four 1126 

standard benchmark metrics for comparing the similarity of fixation maps: AUC-Borji, KL-1127 

divergence, Similarity score and Correlation coefficient (see Methods for details) (Bylinskii et al., 1128 

2019). The st-RNN model significantly outperformed the state-of-the-art Salicon model, based 1129 
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on three out of the four benchmark metrics (Fig. 8D; signed rank test, across 20 image pairs). 1130 

We also compared the st-RNN model’s fixation map predictions with the conventional Itti-Koch 1131 

saliency prediction algorithm and observed similar results (Fig. 8E). 1132 

 1133 

In summary, st-RNN model gaze metrics resembled human gaze metrics in a laboratory change 1134 

blindness experiment. Moreover, the st-RNN outperformed a state-of-the-art saliency prediction 1135 

algorithm (Salicon) in terms of predicting human fixations. Thus, the st-RNN model may enable 1136 

linking essential neural computations with psychophysical mechanisms underlying change 1137 

detection in change blindness tasks.   1138 
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Discussion 1139 

Detecting changes, across space and time, is a fundamental operation of the nervous system 1140 

(Engel et al., 2001). Neurons in a variety of sensory cortical areas (Borst and Egelhaaf, 1989; 1141 

Zatorre et al., 2002; Buonomano and Maass, 2009), are tuned to detecting and processing 1142 

temporal gradients in incoming stimulus information. Yet, in “change blindness” tasks detecting 1143 

changes cannot be accomplished by computing temporal gradients alone. A more complex 1144 

sequence of operations is necessary, including maintaining information in the form of a 1145 

(transient) memory trace, and comparing incoming sensory information with this mnemonic 1146 

representation. Our model of change blindness, therefore, sought inspiration from the superior 1147 

colliculus (SC), a midbrain structure, that is known to exhibit delay period activity during the 1148 

maintenance of spatial information (Wurtz et al., 2001) and is also known to be causally 1149 

involved in change blindness tasks (Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004).  1150 

 1151 

The SC, and its homolog in non-mammalian vertebrates, the OT (Basso and May, 2017), are 1152 

multilayered structures with distinct neural subtypes in the different layers. Neurons in the 1153 

superficial layers of the SC/OT (SCs) are involved in the analysis of visual space (Veale et al., 1154 

2017), and respond to changes in visual stimulus properties such as size, luminance or color 1155 

(Corbetta et al., 1991; Herman and Krauzlis, 2017). In particular, these neurons respond 1156 

strongly to dynamic, as compared to static stimuli, and systematically encode the strength of 1157 

such salient, dynamic stimuli (Knudsen, 2011, 2018). Our model neurons also exhibited 1158 

enhanced sensitivity to moving and looming stimuli (Fig. 5). Remarkably, the sensitivity to 1159 

motion or loom was not programmed into model neurons but emerged as a consequence of 1160 

training the network to detect changes in static stimuli. Moreover, responses to looming stimuli 1161 

were stronger than those evoked by receding stimuli, qualitatively resembling recent 1162 
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experimental observations (Lee et al., 2020). Whereas (Lee et al., 2020) modeled looming 1163 

selectivity based on distinct dynamics of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, in our model such 1164 

selectivity arises from a different mechanism. Because of the mnemonic coding layer, 1165 

activations of peripheral units for the receding (but not looming) stimuli persist marginally over 1166 

successive frames (Fig. 5C-D, MC) thereby attenuating the output of the change detection units 1167 

(Fig. 5C-D, CD). These results suggest that motion and loom sensitivity in the SC/OT may be an 1168 

emergent property of more fundamental computations – information persistence at short 1169 

timescales, and change detection. 1170 

 1171 

Neurons in intermediate-deep layers of the SC/OT (SCi) project to other brain regions, as well 1172 

as to oculomotor nuclei in the brainstem that control eye movements (Veale et al., 2017; 1173 

Knudsen, 2018). Of particular interest are neurons in intermediate layer 10 of the vertebrate OT 1174 

that contain recurrently connected excitatory and parvalbumin positive (PV+) inhibitory 1175 

interneurons (Goddard et al., 2014). In the model, successful change detection relied on the 1176 

ability to both maintain representation of the original stimulus stably during the blank epoch, and 1177 

to update this representation flexibly upon presentation of a novel stimulus. Our analysis (Figs. 1178 

3D-G) of the role of connection sub-types in the model revealed a double dissociation of 1179 

excitation versus inhibition in mediating each of these functions (maintenance and updating, 1180 

respectively). This hypothesis can be tested experimentally by targeted inactivation of each 1181 

class of connections – those that increase the excitatory tone, versus those the increase the 1182 

inhibitory tone of the network – in turn. 1183 

 1184 

At first glance, modeling persistent sensory inputs in the SC appears at odds with previous 1185 

experimental results, which report highly transient SC/OT responses following visual stimulation 1186 

(Sridharan et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2020). In our model recurrent excitatory 1187 
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connections among SCi neurons enable persistence of sensory input during the blank epoch. 1188 

Yet, neurons in SCi/OTi layer 10 also provide topographic projections to a GABAergic midbrain 1189 

nucleus, the Imc, which provides feedback global inhibition to the entire SC/OT representation 1190 

(Wang et al., 2017). In our model, we incorporated a global inhibitory (GI) motif inspired by the 1191 

neuroanatomy of this SC/OT-Imc circuit. In our model, activating the global inhibitory/GI (Imc) 1192 

input terminates the persistence of activity in the SC/OT (Fig. 4E). In other words, our model 1193 

can operate in two modes: in the absence of GI (Imc) input, recurrent connectivity in the 1194 

mnemonic coding st-RNN (SCi) enables persistent activity; this result mimics experimental 1195 

findings that show robust persistent activity in an Imc-disconnected OT slice, in vitro (e.g., 1196 

Goddard et al., 2012). Yet, when the GI layer (Imc) is activated, inhibition dominates and 1197 

persistence is suppressed (Fig. 4E); this result mimics experimental findings in the SC in vivo, 1198 

during natural visual stimulation e.g., (Lee et al., 2020).  1199 

 1200 

Activation (or deactivation) of the GI/Imc, therefore, provides a mechanism for flexibly turning 1201 

“off” (or “on”) persistent activity in the SC. We propose that, by default, the Imc is active and this 1202 

suppresses persistence and yields transient visual responses in the SC during sensory 1203 

stimulation. Yet, when a task requires active maintenance in working memory, Imc output is 1204 

rendered functionally ineffective, and this enables persistent activity in the SC. In our model, the 1205 

Imc was rendered inactive during the blank epoch to enable persistence in the SC/OT. It is 1206 

possible that in the brain Imc activation is suppressed through top-down mechanisms (e.g., 1207 

forebrain input) to enable such persistence in the SC. 1208 

 1209 

Moreover, the GI/Imc module broadcasts global contextual cues across the SC/OT input 1210 

representation and facilitated effective change detection by enabling flexible updating when new 1211 

inputs were presented to the network. While many other network motifs – such as global 1212 
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excitation or long-range recurrent connections – may serve to broadcast global contextual cues, 1213 

our biologically inspired model provides a novel hypothesis regarding the role of the Imc in 1214 

change detection. The Imc has been previously studied primarily for its role in spatial stimulus 1215 

competition (Knudsen, 2011; Mysore and Knudsen, 2012). On the other hand, we propose that 1216 

the Imc’s global inhibitory output resolves temporal competition among input representations, 1217 

such that old, irrelevant information can be effectively extinguished and novel, relevant 1218 

information can take its place (Fig. 1A). Successful resolution of this temporal competition is 1219 

essential to effective change detection, and our results suggest an experimentally testable role 1220 

of the Imc in this key neural computation.  1221 

 1222 

In the model, neurons in mnemonic coding st-RNN maintain information, in the form of a 1223 

saliency map, during the blank interval. Previous experimental results suggest that a persistent 1224 

saliency map could be present in the SC. First, recent experimental evidence suggests that SCs 1225 

neurons encode a saliency map, with topographical activity representing each stimulus 1226 

depending on its relative saliency (White et al., 2017). Second, SC neurons demonstrate 1227 

persistent firing during the delay period of working memory tasks (Wurtz et al., 2001; Goddard 1228 

et al., 2012; Rahmati et al., 2020); whether such persistent activity is linked entirely to premotor 1229 

signals, or also carries sensory information, remains to be established. Even if high-dimensional 1230 

persistent visual activity does not occur in the SC over the timescale of several seconds, it is 1231 

conceivable that such persistence could occur over shorter timescales, of a few hundred 1232 

milliseconds (e.g., ~100-400 ms) (Goddard et al., 2012), sufficient for stable visual 1233 

representations to arise during the blank in the change blindness experiment. Another possibility 1234 

is that mnemonic representations occur in a brain region distinct from the SC (e.g., in the 1235 

associative cortices, or prefrontal cortex/PFC) (Murray et al., 2017). In this latter case, objects at 1236 

salient locations, as identified as such by the SCs, or other cortical regions (e.g., parietal cortex) 1237 
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(Bisley and Goldberg, 2010), could be maintained in a prioritized state in the PFC. Top-down 1238 

feedback from the PFC would then enable the SCi to implement change detection, which would, 1239 

via the deep SC layers, subsequently drive gaze toward the next saccade target (Guerrasio et 1240 

al., 2010). Simultaneous recordings from the SC and PFC, or association cortices, in the context 1241 

of working memory tasks will permit disambiguating these hypotheses. 1242 

 1243 

We demonstrated the relevance of the st-RNN model for change detection behavior, by 1244 

simulating two experimental findings. First, we reproduced hallmark behavioral effects of causal 1245 

manipulation of the SC on change detection. Causal experimental manipulations, such as 1246 

microstimulation and pharmacological inactivation, have revealed a key role of the SC/OT in 1247 

mediating target selection in the presence of distractors (McPeek et al., 2003; Carello and 1248 

Krauzlis, 2004; Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004; Knudsen, 2011; Sridharan and Knudsen, 2015; 1249 

Knudsen et al., 2017; Sridharan et al., 2017) . Simulated microstimulation, by selectively 1250 

enhancing the mnemonic coding st-RNN weights, improved the model’s ability to detect 1251 

changes and reduced the proportion of false alarms, in line with experimental effects 1252 

(Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004). Second, we extended the model to incorporate saccades to 1253 

simulate a laboratory change blindness experiment. The saccade priority map in our model 1254 

included not only a “bottom-up” saliency map (Fig. 7B, left), but also a “goal-driven” map of task-1255 

relevant locations of change (“change map”) (Fig. 7B; top right). In line with our model, 1256 

converging evidence suggests that, in addition to coding for eye movements, neurons in the 1257 

deep SC layers also represent task-relevant locations (McPeek et al., 2003; Carello and 1258 

Krauzlis, 2004; Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004; Krauzlis et al., 2004; Hafed and Krauzlis, 2008; 1259 

Knudsen, 2011; Sridharan and Knudsen, 2015) . Notably, our st-RNN model with saccades 1260 

outperformed a state-of-the-art algorithm (Salicon ;Huang et al., 2015) with predicting gaze 1261 

fixations in human participants performing a change blindness task. Saliency-based algorithms 1262 
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like Salicon (or Itti-Koch;Itti et al., 1998) are typically tuned for predicting gaze fixations in free-1263 

viewing tasks. Our results suggest that fixation strategies during change blindness tasks may be 1264 

different from those during free-viewing tasks, and our model provides a starting point for 1265 

investigating mechanisms underlying these differences in gaze strategies. 1266 

 1267 

More generally, our results suggest three organizing principles that may underlie change 1268 

detection in the brain. First, the st-RNN model – with sparse, local connectivity – learned 1269 

significantly faster and achieved state-of-the-art change detection performance with far fewer 1270 

connections than both a conventional, fully connected RNN and an RNN with sparse, but 1271 

unstructured (non-local) connectivity. These results suggest that topographic, local connectivity 1272 

and structured organization, reported in neurons in various sensory (Ledoux et al., 1987) and 1273 

higher-order brain regions (Shipp, 2004) may reflect an efficient architecture for implementing 1274 

change detection, or similarly “local” neural computations. Such sparse, local connectivity 1275 

reduces both the number of synapses (connections) as well as the length of wiring between 1276 

computational units. Second, although the st-RNN was inspired by well-characterized 1277 

neuroanatomical circuits in the SC/OT, the model architecture – comprising recurrently 1278 

connected E-I neurons – represent a circuit motif that likely occurs in various brain regions, 1279 

including the prefrontal cortex (Thompson and Bichot, 2005) and parietal cortex (Bisley and 1280 

Goldberg, 2010). Thus, change detection may reflect the outcome of neural computations by 1281 

recurrent E-I circuits that occur in parallel across several brain networks. Third, the model was 1282 

able to effectively detect changes in high-resolution images (~1024x768), even though 1283 

individual st-RNN modules were trained with no larger than 8x8 image patches (Fig. 4B). This 1284 

success of this scaling depended on incorporating a global inhibition (GI) layer, that enabled 1285 

global contextual information to be shared across independent st-RNN modules. In fact, training 1286 

with multiple independent 8x8 modules and a single 10x8 global inhibitory layer required 1287 
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learning only a few ten thousand connection weights. By contrast, training a full 1024x768 st-1288 

RNN network would require learning several orders of magnitude more weights (~ 10 ). 1289 

Scaling up functionality, based on learning in local modules (e.g., cortical columns, or columns 1290 

in the SC/OT), coordinated by a global contextual signal (e.g., neuromodulation from the 1291 

brainstem, or global inhibition from the Imc), could be a key principle by which the brain 1292 

implements key neural computations – including change detection – at scale. 1293 

 1294 

We propose a few modifications and extensions that could render the st-RNN model more 1295 

biologically plausible. First, more detailed aspects of afferent and recurrent SC connectivity 1296 

could be incorporated into the model. In the present model, inputs to the st-RNN are analogous 1297 

to retinal afferents that synapse onto SC superficial layer neurons. Nevertheless, in addition to 1298 

direct retinal inputs, the SC superficial layer neurons receive input from the visual cortex (Wurtz, 1299 

2009). Moreover, intermediate/deep layer neurons of the SC also receive inputs from forebrain 1300 

regions including the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and frontal eye field (FEF), as well as from 1301 

the basal ganglia nucleus, substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) (Francois et al., 1984). As we 1302 

have speculated above, inputs originating in the visual cortex, LIP or FEF could be, at least 1303 

partly, responsible for the delay period activity observed in the SC. On the other hand, in 1304 

addition to its well-documented role in eye movement control (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983), 1305 

inhibitory input from visual neurons in the SNr could help curtail the persistence of SC activity. 1306 

Furthermore, modeling distinct neural types in the SC, including those sub-types linked to 1307 

approach or avoidance behaviors (Shang et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2018; Hoy et al., 2019), as 1308 

well as more refined modeling of lateral inhibitory interactions in the superficial and deep SC 1309 

(Phongphanphanee et al., 2014; Whyland et al., 2020; Essig et al., 2021) will enhance the 1310 

model’s biological plausibility. Second, it is unclear whether the backpropagation algorithm used 1311 

for training st-RNN network weights can be instantiated in biological networks (Zipser and 1312 
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Andersen, 1988; Stork, 1989). Nevertheless, recent studies have proposed biologically plausible 1313 

implementations that are as effective as conventional backpropagation (Lillicrap et al., 2016; 1314 

Neftci and Averbeck, 2019; Payeur et al., 2021); these modified algorithms can be incorporated 1315 

when training our st-RNN modules. More generally, training the st-RNN network to detect 1316 

changes with supervised learning approaches is likely far removed from how such networks are 1317 

configured in biology. Future work involving unsupervised, or weakly supervised learning 1318 

approaches that are also informed by known experimental facts on developmental programs 1319 

that shape wiring in the SC/OT (Stein and Stanford, 2013), may render the st-RNN model more 1320 

biologically plausible. Third, the activation functions of the st-RNN model neurons represent, at 1321 

best, approximations to neural firing rates. Replacing st-RNN modules with spiking neural 1322 

networks may render the model more biologically plausible. Fourth, the model was provided a 1323 

saliency map as input (Itti et al., 1998) without addressing the biological origins of this map, 1324 

although recent evidence suggests that superficial layer SC neurons encode stimulus saliency 1325 

(White et al., 2017). Fifth, the mnemonic coding and change detection computations were 1326 

achieved with distinct st-RNN networks. While it remains to be shown whether this exact 1327 

sequence of operations also occurs in the midbrain, future extensions could model these 1328 

operations in a single network with more efficient, training strategies. A possible extension along 1329 

these lines is the ConvRNN model framework (Nayebi et al., 2018). This model combines 1330 

specialized RNN cells with feedforward convolutional filters and long-range feedback and could 1331 

be used to model the mnemonic-coding and change-detection operations in a single, unified 1332 

model. Sixth, it is possible that other neurobiological mechanisms, such as repetition 1333 

suppression, may be involved in change detection in the SC. Nonetheless, neurobiological 1334 

evidence for a persistent representation in the SC (Wurtz et al., 2001; Goddard et al., 2014), 1335 

suggests that a persistence based change detection mechanism is not implausible. Finally, our 1336 

model detects particular kinds of changes (onset, offset or size changes) effectively. To detect 1337 

other types of changes, such as changes of color, other saliency algorithms, such as the 1338 
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frequency tuned salient region detection algorithm (Achanta et al., 2009), may be incorporated 1339 

into the model. Notwithstanding the scope for improvement, our study shows that RNNs – 1340 

constrained by biological principles – provide a useful test bed for understanding neural 1341 

computations, and their link with psychophysical mechanisms, underlying high-level cognitive 1342 

phenomena.  1343 
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Figure Legends 1679 

Figure 1. A midbrain-inspired sparse, topographic recurrent neural network (st-RNN) 1680 

model.  1681 

A. Schematic showing key components of the midbrain attention network (Knudsen, 2018). The 1682 

Superior Colliculus (SC), or its vertebrate homolog, the optic tectum (OT) is a multilayered 1683 

structure with recurrently connected excitatory (E, blue) and inhibitory (I, orange) neurons. 1684 

Superficial layers (Sup) receive visual inputs whereas intermediate and deep layers (L10, Deep) 1685 

project to other brain regions and to oculomotor centers. Dashed gray rectangle: Neurons in 1686 

layer 10 that project topographically to a midbrain GABAergic nucleus (Imc; lower ellipse), which 1687 

provides global inhibition across the SC/OT neural representation (diffuse orange connections). 1688 

B.  Schematic of sparse, topographic recurrent neural network (st-RNN), with connectivity 1689 

inspired by the midbrain network. Blue: E-neurons, orange: I-neurons. Triangles: E-synapses, 1690 

circles: I-synapses. Input layer (top) and output layer (bottom) comprise 8x8 E-neurons with 1691 

feedforward connections. Dashed gray rectangle: Hidden layer comprising 16x16 E-neurons 1692 

and 8x8 I-neurons with recurrent connections.  1693 

C. (Top) Schematic of topographic connectivity: each neuron can connect to a spatially 1694 

restricted neighborhood of neurons only, for both feedforward and recurrent connections. 1695 

(Bottom) Mask matrix (320x320) showing permitted (topographic) recurrent connections in the 1696 

hidden layer. First 256 rows (and columns) correspond to E-neurons and the last 64 rows (and 1697 

columns) correspond to I-neurons. Each cell (i,j) represents a connection from neuron j to 1698 

neuron i. E-E and E-I: Connections from excitatory to other excitatory or other inhibitory 1699 

neurons, respectively. I-E and I-I: Connections from inhibitory to other excitatory or other 1700 

inhibitory neurons, respectively. Black: permitted connections; white: disallowed connections. 1701 

D. Change detection by the st-RNN. (Top row) An exemplar binary patch sequence presented 1702 

as input to the model. A: original image patch; B: blank; A*: changed image patch. Black: 1703 
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“active” pixels; white: “inactive” pixels. Red box: Location of change (pixels in the lower left  1704 

E. (Top) Mean squared error (MSE, log-scale) over the course of training iterations for the 1705 

mnemonic coding st-RNN (blue),a conventional, fully connected RNN (fc-RNN, red), an RNN 1706 

with sparse, but not topographic, connectivity (snt-RNN, green), and a fully connected RNN with 1707 

gradients masked with a sparse matrix during learning (black).  Shading: s.e.m. across n=6 1708 

different weight initializations and learning rates (Methods). (Bottom). Same as in the top panel, 1709 

but for the respective change detection RNNs of each network. Other conventions are the same 1710 

as in the top panel.  1711 

F. (Top-left) The final connectivity matrix learned by the mnemonic coding st-RNN. Blue: 1712 

excitatory synaptic weights (positive values); red: inhibitory synaptic connection weights 1713 

(negative values); white: no connectivity (synaptic weight of zero). (Top-right) Same as in the 1714 

top-left panel, but for the snt-RNN. (Bottom) Same as in the top-left panel, but for the fc-RNN. 1715 

G.  Connectivity masks used for training mnemonic coding (MC) st-RNN and change detection 1716 

(CD) st-RNN with different sparsity levels (SL) of connectivity and receptive field (RF) sizes of 1717 

localized, topographic inputs (Methods). (Columns, left to right) Connectivity patterns with 1718 

increasing sparsity levels. (Rows, top to bottom) Connectivity patterns with increasing RF sizes. 1719 

Other conventions are the same as for the mask matrix shown in panel C. 1720 

H. Performance of the MC st-RNN, quantified with the mean L1 error, during the maintenance 1721 

epoch, for different sparsity levels (columns) and receptive field sizes (rows) corresponding, 1722 

respectively, to the connectivity mask matrices shown in panel G. 1723 

I. Same as in panel H but showing performance of the CD st-RNN. Other conventions are the 1724 

same as in panel H. 1725 

G-I. Red dashed squares: sparsity levels and receptive field sizes used in subsequent model 1726 

simulations. 1727 

 1728 

 1729 
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Figure 2. Stable maintenance occurs in a “mnemonic” subspace despite heterogenous 1730 

dynamics of individual units.  1731 

A. Projection of input stimulus patterns in the mnemonic subspace. “Stimulus PC1” and 1732 

“Stimulus PC2” correspond to the two principal component dimensions with the largest variance 1733 

across time-averaged representations of the mnemonic coding st-RNN hidden layer units. 1734 

Points with lighter shades of gray represent input patterns of lower sparsity (proportion of active 1735 

pixels). Insets: specific 8x8 input patterns.  1736 

B. (Top row) Activity dynamics of the top 16 hidden layer units with the most “stable” dynamics 1737 

(see text for details) in the mnemonic coding st-RNN during the blank epoch (t=4-20); each 1738 

color denotes dynamics for a different unit. Dots: Data for every third time bin. Lines: Data for 1739 

each time bin. (Bottom row) Same as in top row but for the top 16 hidden layer units with the 1740 

most “unstable” dynamics. (Left and Right columns) Results for two exemplar input patterns. 1741 

Several units show overlapping activity profiles. 1742 

C. (Left) Low-dimensional trajectories obtained by projecting the hidden layer unit activity onto 1743 

the mnemonic subspace during the maintenance epoch. Each cluster of points corresponds to a 1744 

different input 8x8 pattern (insets). Blue to yellow: time points ranging from early (t=3) to late 1745 

(t=17) in the blank epoch. (Right) Same as in the left panel, but trajectories plotted with an 1746 

additional dimension along the z-axis indicating a “Time PC” corresponding to a principal 1747 

component dimension with maximal variance in input-averaged activity across time that is also 1748 

orthogonal to the mnemonic subspace. Dark-gray trajectories on the xy-plane indicate the 1749 

projection of the trajectories in the mnemonic subspace. 1750 

 1751 

 1752 

Figure 3. Distinct contributions of unit and connection sub-types to change detection. 1753 

A. Distribution of variance of activity during the maintenance epoch for all hidden layer units of 1754 

the mnemonic coding st-RNN. Black and gray inverted triangles: Mean activity variance of the 1755 
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units exhibiting the most stable and the most unstable dynamics respectively. Dashed vertical 1756 

line: Unstable units with top 5th percentile of activity variance. 1757 

B. Connectivity kernels of representative stable (top panel) and unstable (bottom panel) 1758 

excitatory units in the mnemonic coding st-RNN. First column: the unit’s location in a 16 x 16 1759 

grid. Second column: feedforward connections from the 8x8 input layer to the corresponding 1760 

unit in the respective row. Third column: recurrent input from other excitatory hidden layer units. 1761 

Fourth column: recurrent output to other excitatory hidden layer units. Last column: Feedforward 1762 

connections to the output layer units.  1763 

C. Mean absolute error (L1 norm) between the expected and observed output of mnemonic-1764 

coding st-RNN during maintenance (t=4-20) after silencing the top 5% of stable (“Stable−”; black 1765 

open circles and curve) and top 5% of unstable (“Unstable−”; gray open circles and curve) units. 1766 

Dashed line and filled circles: Mean absolute error with all units intact (“None”). Shading: S.e.m 1767 

(n=500 input patterns). 1768 

D. Mean absolute error (L1 norm) between the expected and observed output of the mnemonic 1769 

coding st-RNN following selective silencing of each type of recurrent connection: E-E (green), I-I 1770 

(black), I-E (blue), and E-I (red). Connections were silenced during the maintenance epochs 1771 

alone (gray shading, t=2-10 and t=12-20). Yellow: Mean absolute error but with all connections 1772 

intact (None). Dots: Data for specific time points; lines: spline fits. Shading: S.e.m (n=500 input 1773 

patterns).  1774 

E. Same as in panel D but following silencing of recurrent connections only during the 1775 

presentation of the new image, A* (t=11; gray shading). Inset: Logarithmic scale plot magnified 1776 

to show mean absolute error at the time of the change. Other conventions are as in panel C. 1777 

F. Output of the mnemonic-coding st-RNN for a representative input pattern (topmost row) 1778 

following silencing of each type of recurrent connection: E-E (green outline, fourth row), I-I 1779 

(black outline, fifth row), I-E (blue outline, sixth row), and E-I (red outline, seventh row). Second 1780 

and third rows from top: Expected output and observed output with all connections intact 1781 
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(“None”), respectively. The colored outline indicates the time points during which connections 1782 

were silenced. Other conventions are the same as in Figure 1D. 1783 

G. Same as in panel F but following silencing of recurrent connections only during the 1784 

presentation of the new image. Other conventions are as in panel E.  1785 

 1786 

 1787 

Figure 4. Global inhibition enables change detection with natural images.  1788 

A. (Top) Schematic of change detection with a representative natural image (resolution: 1789 

1024x768), interspersed by blanks. Red rectangle: Location of change (not part of the image). 1790 

(Bottom) 8x8 st-RNN modules tiled to represent the full resolution image (overlapping blue 1791 

patches in both input and output map). st-RNN modules were tiled with 50% overlap along both 1792 

horizontal and vertical directions, such that each 4x4 patch in the image (except for patches 1793 

closest to the border) was processed by 4 different st-RNN modules. Orange outline: Global 1794 

inhibition (GI) layer, mimicking the architecture of the Imc connection (Fig. 1A, orange nucleus). 1795 

Gray lines: Convergent, topographic connections from input to the GI layer. Orange circles: 1796 

Inhibitory connections from the GI layer to both E and I neurons in the hidden layer of each st-1797 

RNN module. Dashed connections: Recurrent excitatory connections from E neurons in the 1798 

hidden layer to neurons in the GI layer (in blue) and recurrent inhibitory connections among 1799 

neurons in the GI layer (in orange); these connections were implemented in one variant of the 1800 

network incorporating the GI layer (Methods). 1801 

B. (Topmost row) Thresholded, binarized saliency map around the region of change (red box; 1802 

see text for details). (Second and third rows) The expected output (ground truth) of mnemonic 1803 

coding (MC) and change detection (CD) st-RNNs, respectively. (Fourth and fifth rows) Output of 1804 

the trained MC and CD st-RNN models before incorporating the global inhibition layer (−GI). 1805 

(Sixth and seventh rows) Output of the trained MC and CD st-RNN models after incorporating 1806 
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the global inhibition layer (+GI). For all rows, the middle and right columns represent the output 1807 

of the respective st-RNN during the blank (B) and change image (A*) epochs, respectively.  Red 1808 

outlines: Location of change. 1809 

C. Analysis of a toy-example with 9 st-RNN modules tiled in a 3x3 square grid, with no overlap. 1810 

(Rows 1-3) Input to the st-RNN modules (1st row), and the expected ouputs of the MC st-RNN 1811 

(2nd row) and CD st-RNN (3rd row). (Rows 4-9) Outputs of the trained MC and CD st-RNN 1812 

models before incorporating the global inhibition layer (-GI, 4th and 5th rows), after incorporating 1813 

local (short-range) recurrent interactions (+Li, 6th and 7th rows), and after incorporating the 1814 

global inhibition layer (+GI, 8th and 9th rows). Other conventions are the same as in panel B. 1815 

(Top row) Red box: on-off transition; blue box: off-on transition. 1816 

D. (Left) Projection of hidden layer activity for each st-RNN (panel C) into the mnemonic 1817 

subspace, in the absence of global inhibition (−GI). Trajectories begin from the first blank, when 1818 

the first image was maintained (blue shaded dots; t=3-10), through a transition corresponding to 1819 

the presentation of the change image (lines with superimposed arrowheads), followed by the 1820 

second blank, when the change image was maintained (green to yellow shaded dots; t=13-20). 1821 

Insets: Input images for each st-RNN module from the toy example (panel C). The st-RNN failed 1822 

to accomplish the on-off transition (“plus” shape to blank) successfully (dashed purple arrow). 1823 

(Right) Activity of five representative hidden layer units, each represented by a different color, of 1824 

the mnemonic coding st-RNN corresponding to the middle pattern (“plus”) from panel C. In 1825 

absence of global inhibition (-GI) unit activity failed to reset upon presentation of the change 1826 

image (A*). Dots: Data for each bin. Dashed lines: spline fits. Gray shaded bar: Time point 1827 

(t=11) corresponding to presentation of the change image. 1828 

E. Same as in panel D but in the presence of global inhibition (+GI). (Left) The st-RNN 1829 

accomplished the on-off transition (“plus” shape to blank) successfully (solid purple arrow). 1830 

(Right) In the presence of global inhibition (+GI) unit activity “reset” upon presentation of the 1831 

change image (gray shading). 1832 
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 1833 

 1834 
Figure 5. Model unit responses to static, dynamic and competing stimuli.  1835 

A-D. Normalized mean activity of output units (n=62,500) of the change detection st-RNN for 1836 

static (A), moving (B), looming (C) and receding (D) stimuli. Mean activity was normalized by 1837 

the maximum activation across all four stimulus classes. (Insets) Input stimulus patterns for 1838 

each, respective, simulation. (Insets, first row) Input sequence corresponding to each stimulus 1839 

type (A-D). (Insets, second and third rows) Mnemonic coding (second row) and change 1840 

detection (third row) outputs corresponding to the respective stimulus type. 1841 

E. Normalized mean activity of the change detection st-RNN output units averaged across the 1842 

final seven frames (t=3 to t=10) for static (S), moving (M), looming (L) and receding (R) stimuli 1843 

(see text for details).  1844 

F. Same as in panels A-D except showing activity evoked by a slow-looming stimulus in the 1845 

upper left quadrant when presented alone (“Single”, gray) or concurrently with a fast-looming 1846 

stimulus (“Paired”, black). (Inset) Paired input stimulus pattern. Other conventions are the same 1847 

as in panels A-D. 1848 

G. Same as in panel F, but showing activity evoked by the fast-looming stimulus. Other 1849 

conventions are the same as in panel F.  1850 

H. Suppression of the mean activity (percentage) for paired, as compared to single, across the 1851 

last five frames (t=2 to t=6), for neurons representing the slow-looming (left bar) and fast-1852 

looming (right bar) stimuli, respectively.  1853 

 1854 

 1855 

Figure 6. Simulated microstimulation rescues change detection deficits.  1856 

A. (Top row) Simulated laboratory change blindness task. Two oriented gratings were 1857 

presented, one in each visual hemifield. The entire image spanned 1000 x 800 pixels and was 1858 
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encoded with 50,000 overlapping st-RNN modules. Following the blank (B), a new change 1859 

image occurred in which one of the gratings (here, the grating in the left hemifield) underwent a 1860 

change in orientation. (Middle row) Output of the mnemonic coding (MC) st-RNN. (Bottom row) 1861 

Output of the change detection (CD) st-RNN. Red box: Location of change, is shown for 1862 

illustration only, and is not presented along with the visual input. Other conventions are the 1863 

same as in Fig. 4B. 1864 

B. The output of the mnemonic coding (first row) and change detection (second row) st-RNNs 1865 

following simulated, focal microstimulation of the right hemifield (no-change) grating 1866 

representation alone (see text for details).  1867 

C. Same as in panel B but following simulated, focal microstimulation of the left hemifield 1868 

(change) grating representation alone. Other conventions are as in panel B. 1869 

B-C. Blue box: Location of simulated microstimulation, is shown for illustration only, and is not 1870 

presented along with the visual input. Blue horizontal bar: Duration of microstimulation. 1871 

D. Quantification of change in performance following the simulated microstimulation  1872 

experiments of panel B (top) and panel C (bottom) respectively. (Top) Mean L1 error for units  1873 

representing the right hemifield (no-change) grating without (gray dashed) or with (blue solid) 1874 

simulated microstimulation. Dashed vertical lines: Time of appearance of the changed image 1875 

(A*). Other conventions are the same as in panel C. (Bottom) Same as in the top but mean L1 1876 

error for units representing the left hemifield (change) grating. Other conventions are the same 1877 

as in the top panel.  1878 

 1879 

 1880 

Figure 7. A gaze model for simulating eye movements with the st-RNN model.  1881 

A. A representative sequence of stimuli in the change blindness experiment. Images, with a key 1882 

change between them (red box indicates location of change), were alternated for 250 ms each, 1883 

with intervening blank frames, also presented for 250 ms (“flicker” paradigm). In the laboratory 1884 
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experiment, participants were required to scan the image and detect the change within a fixed 1885 

trial duration (60 seconds).  1886 

B. Steps involved in simulating sequential fixations with the st-RNN model. (Clockwise from top 1887 

left) Following fixation (yellow dot) the image was foveally magnified with a CVR transform. 1888 

Following this a bottom-up saliency map was computed (Itti et al., 1998), thresholded and 1889 

binarized (see Methods for details). The temporal sequence of binarized saliency maps was 1890 

provided to the stacked st-RNN model to obtain the Change map (output of the change 1891 

detection st-RNN; top-right). The Saliency and Change maps were then fused along with an 1892 

inhibition-of-return (IOR) map to obtain the final Prioirity map (bottom; Methods). This final map 1893 

was converted into a probability density and used to sample the next fixation point.  1894 

 1895 

 1896 

Figure 8. st-RNN based gaze model mimics and predicts human strategies in a change 1897 

blindness task.  1898 

A. Comparison of gaze scan path for a representative human subject (top) versus a model’s trial 1899 

(bottom) on an example image from the change blindness experiment. Red box: location of 1900 

change.  1901 

B. Correlation between model (x-axis; average across n=80 iterations) and human data (y-axis; 1902 

average across n=39 participants) for the number of fixations (left) and distance traveled (right) 1903 

before fixating on the change region. Error bars: s.e.m.   1904 

C. Same as in panel B, but for a model in which the priority map was computed after excluding 1905 

the st-RNN output (see Methods).  1906 

D. Distribution of four different saliency comparison metrics across 27 images for the fixation 1907 

map predicted by the model versus the map predicted by the Salicon algorithm (Huang et al., 1908 

2015). Clockwise from top: Area-under-the-curve (Borji), Kullback-Leibler divergence, 1909 
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correlation coefficient and similarity. Diagonal line: line of equality (x=y). For all metrics, except 1910 

for KL divergence, a higher value implies better match with human fixations. Insets: Distribution 1911 

of difference between the st-RNN and Salicon prediction for each metric. 1912 

E. Same as in panel D but comparing fixation predictions of the st-RNN model (x-axis) against 1913 

that of the Itti-Koch saliency prediction algorithm (y-axis). Other conventions are the same as in 1914 

panel D. 1915 

 1916 


















